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ABSTRACT 
COLLEGE PERSISTENCE AMONG TANF SINGLE FEMALE PARENTS: 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY 
MAY 2001 
SANDRA AUSTIN, B.S., STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO 
MSW, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor William E. Cross 
In this qualitative research study, I examined the experiences of single parent 
females who enrolled or withdrew from a flagship university since the implementation of 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). The research questions the study was designed to 
explore were: Are there differences in the students' experiences based on prior academic 
success and ages of children? What is the experience of current and former TANF 
recipients at a flagship northeastern university who have attempted to persist in college? 
What kind of psychological and sociological factors do students make use of to persist in 
college? 
Grounded theory was utilized to explore how women balanced the demands of 
parenting, school and the economic constraints they encountered while enrolled in 
school. The students were found to use multiple strategies to ensure that they met the 
requirement of the two-year time limit for TANF while attempting to complete school. 
This study also indicated that Tinto's theory of persistence could be used to examine the 
women's experience. The study found academic and social integration to be mutually 
interdependent for the single parent students. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
This study examines the impact the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 
Program (TANF) had on college persistence of single parent females. TANF stresses 
employment while education and training are de-emphasized. The specific focus of this 
dissertation is the impact TANF is having on female recipients attending post-secondary 
institutions. 
The 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act 
(PWORA) required that welfare recipients move quickly into the workforce instead of 
moving toward long-term training or education. The change in the government's 
commitment to education and training is the focus of this proposal. President Clinton 
campaigned to end welfare, as we knew it. His promise to change welfare dependency 
was shared by the conservative Republican Congress and resulted in dramatic changes in 
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) social welfare legislation. The 
enactment of the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act 
changed AFDC. The PWORA required states to transform the AFDC program into a 
work -oriented transitional assistance program known as TANF. The current emphasis of 
TANF is to move women receiving benefits to self-sufficiency and work. Some states 
have adopted programs that permit women to use college attendance to meet the twenty- 
hour work requirement. However, the state in which this study was conducted enacted the 
TANF two-year time limit in 1995, prior to the Federal enactment of PWORA. 
Consequently, women in this study reached the limit ahead of many other states in the 
country. The state in this study also disallowed women from receiving childcare if they 
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were to enroll in a four-year college. This element of the state legislation and its impact 
will be examined in this study. Very few women were granted an exemption to this 
policy unless they had contracted with the Department of Social Services to attend a four 
year-year college. 
Single mothers as heads of households and sole wage earners tend to earn less 
income than two parent families (Schiller, 1997). Additionally, gender employment 
discrimination further diminishes the income potential of single female heads of 
households (Schiller, 1997). Among minority female headed households 60 percent are 
poor while 40 percent of white female heads of households are poor (US Census Bureau, 
1992). The implication of these statistics for the quality of life of the children in these 
families is of significance. 
Higher education has been demonstrated to increase earning potential. According 
to an analysis by Lerman (1997) the demand for high skill workers with a college 
education has resulted in great wage inequality between high school graduates and 
college graduates. He asserts "the differential in average earning between workers with a 
college degree and workers with only a high school degree expanded from 33 percent to 
50 percent over the 1979-1995 period" (Lerman, 1997, p. 1). Census data indicate that the 
annual earnings of female college graduates exceed that of a female with a high school 
diploma by 53 percent (US Census, 2000). The importance of obtaining higher education 
to enhance the earnings of welfare recipients with a high school diploma is, however, 
challenged by the requirements of TANF. TANF will permit recipients only one year of 
post-secondary education and/or vocational training which is credited toward the work 
requirements of the program. The requirements are that welfare become a transitional 
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service for parents and children. Recipients must meet a work requirement in order to 
receive benefits. The work provision is in addition to the hours required to attend college. 
Several questions can be raised about the current social policy of PWORA. Given 
the strict rules governing work participation, what are the issues that women consider in 
making the choice to remain enrolled or withdraw from college? What are the 
characteristics of the women on welfare who are enrolled in higher education? What do 
women on welfare who choose to pursue education require to be successful? Are these 
women seeking to remain in school after the one-year requirement or are they dropping 
out to enter the workforce? What are the resources women acquire that will enable them 
to obtain education? How should post-secondary institutions design educational programs 
to enable women forced into the labor force to obtain support to acquire higher 
education? 
Purpose of the Study 
The present study proposes to explore the perspectives of TANF recipients about 
how the work requirement of TANF impacts college persistence for those who are 
currently enrolled or have withdrawn from a public flagship university in the northeast. 
The study will record the experiences of the students and explore: 
1. Are there differences in the student's experiences based on prior academic success 
and ages of children? 
2. What is the experience of current and former TANF recipients at a flagship 
Northeastern university who have attempted to persist in college? 
3. What kinds of psychological and sociological factors do students (family, students, 
faculty) make use of to persist in college? 
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This study is important because national (HHS, 2000) and state (HHS, 2000) 
quantitative statistics are frequently cited about the rapid decline in TANF caseloads but 
there is limited qualitative research on the women’s perceptions of the effects of the new 
legislation. 
This study has significance for higher education in that it examines a potentially 
unique student population that is currently under-served. The findings from the study 
may also suggest areas for collaboration among institutions. For example, it is possible 
that research will contribute to the development of collaborative project between the State 
Department of Higher Education and the state TAM7 programs for those women 
considering enrollment in post-secondary four-year institutions. Current enrollment 
statistics demonstrate that women represent 57 percent of the enrolled college students 
and this number is projected to increase (USDE, 2000). Consequently, the needs of 
TANF women cannot be ignored if college education is to be made available to all 
women, especially those with the primary economic responsibility for their families. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this chapter is to review relevant literature and empirical 
research that provide an understanding of single mothers on welfare and the issues that 
have affected their efforts to acquire higher education and move toward self sufficiency 
and independence from welfare. The theory of human capital will be examined in t 
♦ 
regard to the acquisition of education as having the ability to enhance an individual's 
income. Current trends regarding college enrollment of women will be summarized. 
The Family Support Act (FSA), the predecessor of the Personal Responsibility and 
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PWORA) will be reviewed. Recent research on 
the effects of welfare time limits and childcare on college persistence is presented. The 
policies of financial aid for low-income students are described to provide a context for 
understanding the impact of these policies and state funding of higher education on 
college enrollment. Since policies affecting low-income women encompass the needs of 
welfare recipients, literature and research on the reentry of women in higher education 
and current studies conducted since the enactment of PWORA will be reviewed. The 
research on persistence will be examined as these studies for more than two decades 
have contributed to an understanding of student withdrawal from college. 
Human Capital Theory 
One method of understanding the value that higher education has in increasing 
the income of a family is to view education as a valuable commodity that can enhance 
opportunities for increased income. When education is understood in an economic 
context, the value to single parent women becomes apparent. It has been established 
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that women tend to obtain less income for their work than men (Schiller, 1997). 
Consequently, if higher education increases economic returns in general, it would also 
be a great benefit to women. One of the most widely accepted theories that explain 
earnings in relationship to the value of education is reflected in human capital theory. 
Human capital theory tends to draw attention toward "the individual worker and the 
skills he or she brings to the labor market" (Duncan, 1984). Earnings are viewed as a 
monetary return for the skills each worker brings to the marketplace according to 
human capital theorists. The underlying assumption of this theory is that the acquisition 
of skills is within the control of individual workers. 
According to Becker (1993), when individuals make investments that would 
increase their productivity in the marketplace, they are enhancing their human capital. 
Education and training are considered most important for increasing the human capital 
of an individual. Individuals who enhance their human capital through education and 
training expect to increase their earning potential in the long term. However, there are 
direct costs associated with human capital investment expenses that include 
educational expenses such as tuition, fees and books. At the same time indirect costs 
of human capital investment, in the form of lost wages, must also be weighted when 
an individual is not working while attending school. Therefore, the overall benefits of 
education and training for an individual must be evaluated to determine whether the 
benefits outweigh the expenses. Women who assume child-rearing responsibilities 
however, tend to interrupt their human capital development because they are not 
participating in the labor force or acquiring education while caring for their children. 
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Consequently when mothers are involved in training it should maximize their human 
capital investment. 
Abramovitz's (1996) analysis of public welfare policies since the 1960s 
suggests that women and minorities have been denied the opportunity to develop their 
human capital. She argues that welfare policies have intentionally relegated these 
groups to serve as a source of cheap labor for the secondary labor market. According 
to Derringer and Piore (1975) the secondary labor market provides low wages, no job 
security, and requires workers with minimal skills. Abramovitz (1996) argues that the 
PWORA policy promotes a "work first" emphasis without much training and 
consequently reinforces the availability of a cheap supply of unskilled labor for the 
secondary labor market. Women who are enrolled in PWORA are required to engage 
in job-seeking programs, work or engage in community volunteer activities for twenty 
hours per week. The women are expected to work without regard to whether the 
employment will provide adequate wages to enable them to care for their children. 
The program provides daycare, medical assistance, transportation, and food stamps to 
supplement the low wages. 
Before the 1960s the expectation was that women would assume child-rearing 
responsibilities and not be required to build upon skills for enhanced labor force 
participation. However, as divorce rates increased and more women became single 
parents, public sentiment shifted toward involvement of women in the labor force. The 
women’s movement contributed to the heightened consideration of human capital 
development. The outcome of the changes for women was an increase of welfare 
dependency, an increase in labor force attainment and human capital development 
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through college attendance. Colleges in the 1960s experienced a steady increase in 
enrollment as middle class divorced women reentered college (Kates, 1993). By the 
1990s, the college population of women included low income, older, and single 
parents (Kates, 1993) 
Women and Higher Education 
Women have increasingly enrolled in higher education since the 1960s. In 
1985, there were 6.4 million women attending college and by 1998 there were 8.3 
million women enrolled (USDE, 2000). The rate at which women have obtained 
degrees has increased. From the 1987-88 to 1997-98 women have increased 
completion of associate degrees by 28%, bachelors by 19%, masters by 44% and 
doctorate degrees by 32%. 
According to the Department of Education (2000), women “represented 57 
percent of all college students in 1998 compared to 52 percent in 1985” (USDE, 2000 
p. 2). This proportion is “projected to increase their share to 58 percent of college 
enrollment in the year 2010” (USDE, 2000, p.2). 
The growth in college attendance from 1976 to 1997 among minorities has 
been increasing. In 1997 there were 16 percent compared to 27 percent in 1997. 
Hispanics and Asian Americans contributed to the increases. According to the USDE " 
the proportion of Asians and Pacific Islanders rose from 2 percent to 6 percent, and the 
Hispanic proportion rose from 4 percent to 9 percent during the period. Among 
African Americans, there were initial fluctuations before rising 11 percent by 1997" 
(USDE, 2000 p. 3). 
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In 1997, total college enrollment was reported to be 14.3 million of which 39 
percent were White women (5.6 million), seven percent (960,000) Black women, five 
percent were Hispanic (682,000), three percent (437,400) Asian women, and less than 
0.5 percent (81,000) were American Indian women. (USDE, 2000). 
In 1997, of the 8.8 million students in four-year institutions, women were 
estimated to be 4.8 million (55 percent). Of the 5.4 million enrolled in two-year 
institutions, 3.1 million (57 percent) were estimated to be women enrolled in two-year 
colleges. In both of types of institutions, from 1985 to 1997 there have been gradual 
increases in enrollment. However, in the two-year institutions there has been a period 
of decline in enrollment of 72,000 from 1995 to 1997. 
In the fall of 1997, 56 percent of students enrolled were women in degree 
granting institutions, of those women 30 percent were between the ages of 18 to 25 
years, while 23 percent of women were 25 years of age and older. 
The increased presence of women in colleges creates the need for these 
institutions not only to accommodate a wide variety of economic statuses among 
women, but also to accommodate those women who maintain the dual roles of 
students and mothers with dependent children. Since the 1960s, some institutions have 
developed reentry programs to accommodate women over 25 years of age, many of 
which were single parents. 
Research on single AFDC mothers indicates that 64 percent lack high school 
diploma (Spalter-Roth et al 1995). However, in 1992-1993 an estimated 342,000 
college students reported they received AFDC and of those 87% were female (USDE, 
1993). While the number of women attending college is small in comparison to the 4.4 
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million families who were on welfare in FY 96, the opportunity to attend college is 
vital if poor single women with children are to earn wages that will permit them to 
support their families. 
Statistics on the number of the TANF adult recipients with 12 years of more of 
education reveal that there are 1.2 million or 46% of the current caseload in 1999. If 
this population were supported to obtain a post-secondary education it would improve 
the income of those individuals who have responsibility for children. (DHHS, 1999) 
According to Albelda and Tilly (1997), women with bachelor's degrees can 
earn hourly wages of $14.25 compared to an hourly wage of $ 8.48 among those with 
high school education. However, they indicate that gender discrimination results in 
women earning 21% less than the wages of males who earned $18.15 with bachelor's 
degrees in 1994. The current federal welfare policy, PWORA, fosters a work-first 
philosophy for welfare mothers to rapidly join the labor force. It is conceivable that 
this policy might have detrimental effects on college persistence among single mother 
with children as well as the potential earning opportunities for women. 
Persistence Theory 
Several theories have been formulated to explain the process that motivates 
persistence among college students. Persistence is considered an important area of 
research in higher education because it seeks to explain what issues influence student 
departure from college. The education researchers have developed a theory that attempt 
to uncover the conditions under which a student will remain or leave a college. Tinto's 
Student Integration Model (1975, 1987, 1993) and Bean and Metzner's (1985) Model of 
Student Departure are considered most often in the literature (Cabrera et al, 1990, 
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Mallette, 1988 Mattette, et al 1991, Metzner, et al 1987, Munro, 1981). Tinto's theory 
examines interactions between the student and his or her education environment. The 
theory states that students persist in college because there is a "match between the 
individual's motivation and academic ability and the institution's academic and social 
characteristics." The theory asserts that, other factors being equal, the match between an 
individual's characteristics and those of the institution shape two underlying 
commitments: a commitment to completing college (college goal) and a commitment to 
his or her respective institution (institutional commitment)" (Cabrera, et al 1992 p. 144). 
The model concludes that persistence most often occurs when the student has a strong 
goal of college completion and is committed to the institution. 
Tinto's model (1975, 1988, and 1993) indicates that the student undergoes three 
stages to become integrated into the campus; separation, transition and incorporation. 
These stages were adopted from Van Gernep's (1960) anthropological theory of rites of 
passage. During the first stage, separation, students leave home and enter the college 
environment where they are not known. In the new environment, the student is 
considered to experience isolation. In this situation students are considered to experience 
a temporary stage, transition, where the student decides if they will leave or stay 
depending on how committed they are to remaining at the institution. The third stage is 
incorporation, in which the student establishes social relationships at the college with 
faculty, students and other members of the college community. According to Tinto, if 
students integrate with others on the campus they will remain in college. If they fail to 
do so, or choose not to, they will leave. 
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Initially, Tinto (1975) failed to incorporate the role of external factors as well as 
distinguish the differences among traditional age (18 to 22) and non-traditional students. 
The external factors include family approval, encouragement of friends, courses, and 
finance. Non-traditional students are typically considered to be over 25 years of age, 
often working with families. Students who have not come directly to school from high 
school are also considered to be non-traditional. Bean and Metzner's Model (1985) of 
Student Departure is responsible for examining non-traditional students and identifying 
the role of external factors. Bean's model (1985) is significant because it was the first to 
apply a conceptual model to non-traditional commuter students. The model proposes that 
external factors have an impact on a student’s views toward the institution and ultimately 
persistence. Bean and Metzner (1987) tested the model with non-traditional students and 
determined that students' hours of employment and family responsibilities did not 
significantly influence persistence. However, encouragement from others (family, an 
external factor) had an indirect affect on attrition. 
Weidman and White (1985) and Starks (1987) have conducted studies that have 
considered adult women on welfare. Weidman and White (1985) conducted a qualitative 
study of women on welfare attending a post secondary vocational training program. The 
study obtained data from 52 programs and 97 dropouts in 1979. They found that students 
perceived that social contact with peers was more important than with faculty. 
Additionally, the capacity to contend with welfare and issues that emerged concerning 
their children were important factors for these women. Weidman and White (1985) 
conclude that successful completions of training programs for non-traditional students 
would be enhanced if there were built in flexibility of institutional expectations when 
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parents had to respond to temporary issues in their lives. While, Weidman and White's 
(1985) study, supports Tinto's (1993) theory, it also identifies the importance of 
integrating the external factors in the analysis of persistence among adults. They also 
identified that in order for adults to succeed, post secondary institutions need to be 
flexible with regard to the external issues that might temporarily impinge on adults' 
enrollment. 
Starks (1987) conducted a qualitative study of 17 adult returning women to a rural 
community college and found support for Tinto's theory of academic and social 
integration. Stark (1987) assessed that academic integration should be expanded beyond 
good grades to include intellectual development. She also found that social integration 
could include contact with students via group work and study groups as oppose to 
limiting it to participation in campus activities. 
A meta-analysis to assess the empirical validity of Tinto's (1987, 1993) work was 
conducted by Braxton, Sullivan and Johnson (1997). They found mixed results in their 
assessment. They concluded that the 13 propositions comprising Tinto's model did not 
offer strong empirical support for female students. However, for female students there 
was "vigorous" support for the proposition "academic integration and social integration 
are mutually interdependent and reciprocal in their influence on student persistence in 
college" (Braxton et al. p. 138). 
Most of the studies of Tinto's model with the exception of Stark (1987) and 
Weidman and White (1985) have been quantitative. The qualitative studies by Stark 
(1987) and Weidman and White (1985) suggested that female single parents' persistence 
can be attributed to their success in academic (grades and intellect) and social integration. 
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These two studies examined persistence among women prior to the implementation of 
TANF. In the new welfare-to-work environment of TANF the application of the theories 
of persistence has not been explored. 
While the qualitative studies are limited in their ability to generalize beyond the 
sample, these studies do permit researchers to explore new variables that might surface 
during the interview. This contrasts with quantitative research studies of persistence, 
which are limited to reporting the findings from the variables that are included at the 
onset of the study. As a result, qualitative studies can identify variables that might have 
significance for the population researched. The studies that have been cited were 
conducted prior to the implementation of TANF and do not reflect the issues that might 
emerge as a consequence of the two-year time limit. 
History of the Family Support Act and the JOBS Program 
Under the leadership of President Reagan, Congress began working on 
reforming welfare by "making it a job employment system not a payment system" 
(Trattner, 1994 p. 373). In October 1988 Reagan signed into law the Family Support 
Act. The major provision of the Act was the Jobs Opportunities and Basic Skills 
programs (JOBS). Single parents on welfare with children over three years of age were 
required to work or enroll in education or job training courses in order to receive cash 
assistance. 
The 1988 Family Support Act (FSA) required states to initiate welfare to work 
programs through the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS) training program. 
FSA was enacted with input from state governors who modeled the JOBS programs 
on previous state employment training programs. The JOBS program permitted 
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women to prepare for employment through skill assessments, education or training. 
FSA also permitted states to experiment with workfare programs as demonstration 
projects. The states had the option to develop short-term activities or long term efforts, 
like programs of post-secondary education for AFDC recipients. 
The JOBS program provided the most extensive knowledge about the 
effectiveness of employment, education and training for welfare recipients. Strawn 
(1998) reviewed the effect of JOBS program strategies for improving the work skills 
of welfare recipients. She found that programs that focused on recipients acquiring 
basic skills or GEDs did not result in increased employment and earnings. This GED 
strategy was not found to be any more effective than "quick employment" strategies, 
i.e., individual or group job searches (Freedman et al. 1996). However, while 
recipients did obtain employment from the quick employment strategy, their earnings 
over time were inadequate when compared to a control group after five years 
(Freedman et al. 1996). Strawn (1998) indicated that "the most effective welfare-to- 
work programs share a flexible, balanced approach that offers job search, education, 
job training and work" (p.v). 
These findings reinforce the need for a welfare policy that makes post¬ 
secondary education available as a viable option for those recipients who have the 
credentials of a high school diploma or GED. This group of recipients constitutes a 
very small proportion as "nearly half of all recipients and two thirds of long term 
recipients lack these credentials" (Strawn 1998, p.24). However, JOBS programs that 
provided post-secondary education demonstrated successful outcomes for the 
recipients. 
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Enactment of 1996 PWOR A 
The enactment of the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 
Reconciliation Act (PWORA) changed AFDC. While the AFDC program was funded 
as entitlement program (a funding arrangement without a cap on available funds), the 
PWORA legislation changed basic funding of the program to a block grant program (an 
annual lump sum to the states). The PWORA legislation imposed a cap on available 
funds. It replaced the FS A and the JOBS program. The PWORA required states to 
transform AFDC programs into work oriented transitional assistance programs known 
as Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). The current emphasis of state 
TANF programs is to utilize the block grants to implement programs to move women 
receiving benefits to self-sufficiency and work. Through TANF, states have greater 
flexibility to design programs that transition recipients from welfare to work. However, 
the states must meet stringent requirements about how the money is used for programs 
to ensure that they comply with specific targets for moving recipients off the rolls and 
into the workforce. The TANF programs can provide transportation and child care 
allowances to facilitate the transition to work. Welfare is to become a transitional 
service to families with work as the primary objective. Consequently education and 
training has employment as a primary goal. 
TANF requires that states adopt yearly incremental work participation rates for 
families while limiting education or training participation. States are required to meet 
work-participation rates as defined by the federal government that are much higher than 
previous welfare-to-work programs. The law stipulates that states must demonstrate that 
25 percent of TANF families are working in 1997, increasing to 50% by 2002 (Pavetti, 
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1997). In addition, only 30 percent of those recipients classified as working can 
participate in vocational education and then only for 12 months. By the year 2000, the 
30 percent cap will include parents under age 20 who are engaged in education directly 
related to employment, or who are completing high school or its equivalent (Pavetti, 
1997). 
According to Pavetti (1997) states are required to have participants engage in the 
following activities: 
(1) Unsubsidized or subsidized private or public employment; (2) 
on the job training; (3) work experience; (4) job search and job 
readiness assistance for up to six weeks; (5) community service 
program (6) provision of child care services to an individual 
participating in a community service program and (7) vocational 
educational training (limited to 12 months for any individual and 
30 percent of all work participants). After recipients have met the 
work requirements of the first 20 hours, they can meet the 
requirements of additional hours by participating in job skill 
training, education directly related to employment, receipt of a 
GED or job search and job readiness beyond the six week limit 
(Pavetti, 1997, p. 3). 
Current PWORA policy only permits welfare women to obtain a vocational 
education of less than one year which can be counted toward the federal work 
participation rate. The law limits the number of recipients who can participate in 
vocational education to 30% of those classified as working. Consequently, the welfare 
recipient would be required to meet the work requirement in addition to pursuing post 
secondary education and parenting. Single mothers who have to meet a weekly twenty- 
hour work requirement will find it difficult to pursue a full time college schedule. 
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A five-year lifetime limit for families was established for receipt of the federal 
portion of the cash benefits. This is a dramatic departure from AFDC where there were 
no limits regarding cash benefits. The time limits were established to ensure that 
recipients would not remain on welfare and instead move quickly into employment 
despite Bane and Ell wood's (1984) finding that most recipients obtained welfare only 
for brief periods or in spells. PWORA's focus on recipients quickly obtaining some 
form of employment activity aimed toward increasing labor force attachment. In the 
state in which this study was conducted, recipients of TANF were not permitted to 
receive childcare if they were enrolled in a four-year college However, an emphasis on 
employment acquisition seems to de-emphasize support for college attendance for 
welfare recipients. 
The success of any welfare to work strategy has to include provisions for 
childcare. Research demonstrates that the issue of affordable and quality childcare 
when children are young can affect the stability of a low-income single mother's 
employment (IWPRA, 1997). According to Hofferth and Collins (1991), "lack of 
accessible, stable childcare leads to increased job exits for working mothers with young 
children" (p.2). A study of a work required welfare program in Connecticut revealed 
that childcare grants allocated by the state to welfare mothers were inadequate and did 
not permit them to use licensed providers. Therefore, according to Siegel and Loman 
(1991) welfare mothers used informal care due to lower cost, availability and 
accessibility as compared to formal care. It was also reported by welfare mothers in the 
JOBS programs that children who received child care benefited from "enhanced social 
and academic skills" (Hagen & Davis, 1996, p. 269). The enactment of PWORA poses a 
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challenge for state governments because while it requires more women to transition to 
work, funding is capped for the provision of childcare. The Congressional Budget 
Office estimates that states’ compliance with the work requirement might result in a 
$1.8 billion shortfall by 2002 (Super et al. 1996). Childcare will pose a serious 
challenge for the implementation and success ofPWORA. 
Financial Assistance for Higher Education 
Besides federal and state welfare to work policies, AFDC women seeking to 
complete college are affected by financial aid and college institutional policies as well. 
In the 1960s, the enactment of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Title IV) enabled 
disadvantaged students to obtain funding to attend college. The Act permitted 
financially needy students to obtain grants, federally guaranteed loans and work-study 
to encourage college enrollment. Low-income women and welfare recipients have been 
able to obtain these financial supports to attend college. 
However, since the 1980s changes in federal loan programs have resulted in low 
income students assuming a greater percentage of debt in the form of student loans to 
finance their education (Mumper, 1996). Grants have become an increasingly smaller 
proportion of the college financial aid awards. Concurrently, since the 1980s tuition has 
risen, forcing low-income students to assume more loan debt in order to finance their 
education even at public colleges and universities. The increased cost of college tuition 
is the result of lower state subsidies for higher education. According to Wallace (1993) 
between 1986 and 1991 "the purchasing power of actual state support for public higher 
education decreased by 11 percent" (p. 26). This does not negate the fact that public 
colleges have maintained inexpensive tuition as compared to private colleges. 
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Therefore, Mumper (1996) found that public colleges have become increasingly more 
attractive to middle-income and upper income families. Low-income students have had 
to increase their debt burden in order to compete with wealthy families for limited 
places in public institutions. Mumper (1996) concludes that as the loan programs 
expanded in the 1980s the opportunity for middle income and upper income students to 
borrow to attend college increased. Consequently, low-income students competed for a 
smaller portion of the federal loan subsidies. 
The inequality for low income residents is further undermined by a state funding 
policy that permits middle income and upper income families to receive an "unequal 
subsidy " for public education at the expense of low income state residents. In effect, 
wealthy families are receiving state subsidies for state higher education without regard 
to their income and ability to afford to pay for more education than are low income 
families (Wallace, 1993). These policies reinforce the inequities of the current federal 
financial aid policies and state subsidy for the higher education of middle and upper 
class families, which has the effect of reducing for poor women access to higher 
education. The financial aid policy in effect contributes to relegating this population of 
women to the secondary labor market where their earning potential cannot compete 
with that of college graduates. It also weakens the claim that the state or federal 
government should not support the education of single parent welfare recipients when 
the middle and upper class families are in receipt of public monies in the form of 
financial aid. 
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Research on Post Secondary Education Among AFDC Women 
The provisions of the JOBS program attempted to promote education and 
training to enhance the human capital of welfare women. However, research on the 
post-secondary education component of JOBS programs conducted by Gittell and 
Moore (1989), Gittell, Schehl, and Fareri (1990), Gittell, Gross, and Holdaway (1993), 
Kates (1993), Nilsson (1993), Naples (1998), and Thompson (1993) revealed that 
insufficient linkages between colleges and welfare departments often established 
tremendous obstacles for the acquisition of post secondary education. 
Several studies have examined the implications of welfare policies for the 
development of human capital among the women who reenter college who are AFDC 
recipients or poor women. Gittell and Moore (1989), Gittell, Schehl, and Fareri (1990) 
and, and Gittell, Gross, and Holdaway (1993) conducted the most extensive studies on 
the movement of AFDC women toward self-sufficiency through post-secondary 
education. The three studies these authors conducted examined several impediments 
AFDC women who graduated from two and four-year colleges experienced. In Denying 
Independence by Gittell and Moore (1989), AFDC women in three Northeastern cities 
were studied to ascertain what they felt would be necessary to become financially 
independent. The study also sought to explore the impact of city and state policies on 
the income of AFDC women. 
Eighty-five AFDC women were surveyed about their life goals and the barriers 
that kept them from achieving their goals. The questions concerning educational goals 
were a significant theme. Interviews were also conducted with a wide array of city, 
state, welfare and manpower training officials, community college presidents and 
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directors of education and training programs serving low-income populations. The 
sampled welfare respondents stated the welfare department gave little information about 
the option to choose college education. They also indicated that unaffordable childcare, 
lack of money, and inappropriate education programs were deterrents for acquiring 
education. The sampled women also noted that the lack of coordination between state 
educational financial aid policies and federal welfare policies on income made it 
difficult to acquire adequate educational assistance (Gittell and Moore, 1989). Gittell 
and Moore (1989) also found that the state higher education departments and colleges 
did not have any specific plans to address the needs of the welfare women. However, 
they found that community colleges and proprietary schools trained the women for 
employment. This study highlighted the need for collaboration between state education 
and state and local welfare agencies to expand opportunities for poor women to attend 
four-year colleges. The study also identified policy areas needing change if 
opportunities for AFDC women were to be maximized. However, the study failed to 
include non-AFDC low-income women as a comparison group. 
Gittell, Schehl, and Fareri (1990) conducted a subsequent study with 518 college 
graduates or members of their families who had been on AFDC in 1980 and who 
attended state, city, public and private two and four year colleges in New York State. 
The purpose of the study was to ascertain if college education creates independence for 
AFDC women. The survey obtained a 30 percent response rate (158 respondents). In- 
depth interviews were conducted to assess the 1) supports perceived by graduates to 
have been instrumental to their success; 2) impact of the education experience and 
graduation on their independence as measured by their cessation from welfare, and their 
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subsequent employment and salaries; and 3) impact of college graduation on their 
personal lives and especially on their children (Gittell et al., 1990 p 3). 
The study found 82 percent of the women were working and 87 percent were no 
longer on AFDC. The remaining 13 percent reported they remained on welfare with 
young children. All of the women attributed their success in obtaining employment to 
their education. The three areas most identified as factors contributing to the 
completion of college were financial aid, their " own perseverance ", and the desire to 
obtain employment. These factors differed from those reported in the first study (Gittell 
and Moore 1989) which concluded that daycare, welfare, and peer group support were 
important. In the 1990 study these areas ranked lower among these respondents. It is 
possible that the women chose college programs that provided these services. The 
finding supports the theories of persistence. In this study the women acknowledge that 
they persisted in college because they perceived the colleges as complementing their 
goal to acquire a college education. The 1990 study is limited because it did not survey 
AFDC college dropouts, low-income women who attended college during the same 
period, or high school graduates who choose not to attend college. Gittell, Schehl, and 
Fareri (1990) hoped the study would indicate to New York State policy officials the 
need to incorporate post-secondary education as an option for the JOBS programs and 
provide an alternative to the short-term focus on job training for AFDC women. 
Gittell, Gross, and Holdaway’s, Building Human Capital, (1993) was a six state 
survey of 840 welfare recipients who became college graduates in New York, 
Tennessee, Washington, Wyoming, Illinois and Pennsylvania. This study examines the 
role of education in aiding women to obtain independence. This study is the third 
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project to examine this issue, and the first to extend to multiple states. Gittell et al 
(1993) indicate they had difficulty obtaining the records of AFDC students because 
education and welfare institutions do not keep such records. AFDC women do not 
typically report college attendance to welfare officials to avoid jeopardizing their 
benefits, and colleges do not record the welfare status of students. Therefore, the 
research methodology and data collection required some adjustments. In each state the 
researchers collaborated with a range of the following agencies; State Departments of 
Social Services, the state community college and college systems. Accordingly, the 
response rates from the states were uneven. Wyoming proved the most problematic 
state with a response rate of 6.8 percent compared to 24 percent in Tennessee, 29 
percent In Illinois, 23 percent in Pennsylvania and 37 percent in Washington. The 
survey instrument and interview guides from the previous (1990) study were used. The 
survey respondents were older (30-39) than the average 28.7 years of age of AFDC 
recipients nationally and 70 percent were high school graduates compared to 36.9 
percent of all recipients nationally (USHHS,1991). White respondents were over¬ 
represented in the survey responses. However, African Americans tended to have a 
higher high school graduate rate (91 percent) compared to 74 percent among whites. 
African Americans were more likely to be employed (90 percent) as compared to 80 
percent of white respondents. However, there were earning differences among the 
sampled whites and African Americans. In Tennessee whites earned 27 percent more 
than did African Americans. However, regional differences reflected by employment in 
urban vs. rural areas might have accounted for these differences. In New York, urban 
African Americans earned 17 percent more than rural whites. 
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Women who attended four year colleges and enrolled in female dominated 
majors tended to earn less than students who chose a two year technical major at a 
community college. Consequently, the study raises the issue of the type of academic 
advising the women received and its impact on their future earning opportunities. 
Each of these studies is limited because they do not include women who only 
completed high school, dropped out of college, or elected not to enroll. All the studies 
attempt to demonstrate the value of the policies that adopt the human capital theory 
toward college education for AFDC recipients. There were also findings of the earning 
differentials between community college and four-year programs. 
Research on Institutional Supports 
Kates' (1993) study examined the elements of a supportive environment in post 
secondary institutions offering reentry programs for women with low income and/or 
welfare recipients. A telephone survey was conducted to identify those colleges that had 
reentry programs for women over the age of 24. A questionnaire was mailed nationally 
to the administrative directors and financial aid officers of 76 institutions (two-and four- 
year colleges) identified from the telephone survey. The study examined general 
environment, administration and public relations, academics, financial support services, 
student resources, institutional planning and policies, and linkages/networks among 
state and welfare agencies. The findings reveal that due to the variance in educational 
institutions no optimal supportive environment could be identified. One limitation of the 
study was that the program officers were unable to provide accurate estimates of 
enrolled welfare recipients because college records were not kept on this population. 
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Estimates by the financial aid officers tended to be more accurate because they had 
student income information. 
Kates (1993) sent a survey to welfare officials in 32 states about the JOBS 
policies on higher education. The findings showed that while JOBS policies supported 
post secondary education, welfare officials were ambivalent about "providing access to 
post secondary education (particularly BA degrees) through the public welfare system" 
(p.ii). Kates' (1993) findings concurred with Gittell and Moore’s (1989) in that, there 
existed a "divergence of culture between the two predominant policy areas-higher 
education and public welfare (p.49). For example, students’ records are legally 
protected in colleges while the welfare department required students to identify their 
welfare status by seeking class attendance records. The welfare program requires that 
the caseworker play a pivotal role in screening the type of college programs and the 
course of study the recipient could pursue. The caseworker's role is in direct opposition 
to the free choice students generally exercise in higher education. Kates (1993) also 
found the issue of confidentiality varied between the two institutions. The welfare 
department required reports of college attendance as a method of monitoring students’ 
compliance with welfare requirements. Nilsson (1993) reached a similar conclusion in 
his study of welfare recipients who were attending two Connecticut State universities. 
Research of Welfare Recipients 
Nilsson's (1993) survey of 86 welfare recipients and dependents of welfare 
recipients indicated that there was a lack of support from the welfare department. 
However, in spite of the issues of support, the withdrawal of the AFDC recipients was 
43percent while for non-recipients it was 44percent. The graduation rates of non- 
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welfare recipients were 44percent comparable to 43 percent for welfare recipients. 
Nilsson’s (1993) sample was uneven in that 90 percent of the respondents were welfare 
recipients while only 10 percent were the recipients’ dependents. The sample also 
contained an under representation of minority and teenage parents. His findings also 
revealed that of the 78 percent, who had attended the two universities, over half had 
attended two or more institutions and less than one-third had entered the university from 
a community college. This finding has implications for exploring whether persistence is 
enhanced by prior attendance at community colleges. Further study might reveal how 
compact agreements between two-year and four-year institutions might increase the 
number of welfare recipients attending four-year institutions. 
Several in-depth studies of welfare mothers (Naples, 1998, Butler and Nevin, 
1997) have been conducted examining the effects of the JOBS policy on college 
attending welfare recipients. Naples (1998) conducted an in-depth study of 17 Iowa 
welfare recipients that revealed several inconsistencies between welfare and educational 
polices. The study adopted D. Smith's (1987) feminist theory, which examines the 
everyday life of the women to uncover the impact of policy on their lives. Naples 
(1998) used this study as a framework for uncovering how policies affected the 
everyday lives of women. Naples’ (1998) goals were to examine "the tensions between 
the women's everyday lives and the demands placed on them by policy implementation 
criteria" (p. 29). Naples found that parents are constrained because of the lack of 
childcare, rules around reporting class attendance, and the tension between seeking 
independence through education while fiscally dependent on public welfare. The study 
suggests that the policies impose limitations on the success of welfare women in post- 
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secondary education. The study was limited due to the small sample and is therefore not 
generalizable. However, it does provide in depth analysis of the issues because of the 
ethnographic approach. The findings do highlight that the concurrent demands of 
college and parenting limit students' capacity to engage in non-classroom activities. 
However, there is no evidence from the study that students' persistence is negatively 
impacted because they are not able to engage in college activities. This contrasts with 
the persistence literature, which states that social integration through involvement in 
college extracurricular activities strengthens persistence. 
In 1994, a Maine welfare reform group in collaboration with the welfare 
department conducted a 100-question survey of 3,000 welfare mothers (14 percent of 
the AFDC population). The study was intended to provide state legislators with 
information that would assist in developing responsive welfare policies. The mail 
survey sought to examine the sample's work experience, interest in work and history as 
an AFDC recipient. Two open-ended questions provided narrative data by asking, 
"what are the most important things you are doing or could do to get off AFDC "and 
"what help do you need to do these things?" (Butler & Nevin, 1997 p. 30). There was a 
31 percent (n=929) response rate to the survey. The respondents were women 
(90percent) between the ages of 20 and 34 with an average of 1.85 children. Only 
twenty-two percent had less than a high school diploma while 48 percent had completed 
high school or an equivalent GED 24.3 percent had some college or technical schooling 
and 5.2 percent had at least a college degree. 
The researchers conducted an independent thematic analysis of the open-ended 
questions. There were six thematic categories from the narrative component of the 
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survey. The respondents reported that in spite of the pressures just to get a job, they 
were aware of the limitations of low-income employment. They reported that low- 
income employment failed to provide adequate money for childcare, health insurance 
and living expenses. Many of the respondents felt training and education would enable 
them to become self sufficient, however, they voiced frustration at the limited 
availability of these resources. The respondents reported how difficult it was to balance 
the demands of single parenting with employment, education or training. In addition, 
they complained that time limited training programs failed to incorporate their single 
parenting role. The parents also highlighted the need not to have benefits cut if a parent 
obtained work-study while enrolled in school. The inflexibility of employment and 
schooling made moving toward self-sufficiency difficult. 
The findings from the survey emphasize the need for adopting welfare policies 
that recognize the economic needs of a single parent family and providing the kinds of 
supports that would enable the parents to move toward self-sufficiency. The study was 
viable because it permitted the AFDC women to identify the type of employment and 
training that would lead to self-sufficiency. It also suggests that AFDC women are 
motivated to attend college and seek academic success. The study highlights how 
difficult it is for single parents to achieve self-sufficiency without consideration of the 
impact of adequate job training and education. The study's response rate was attributed 
to the length of the questionnaire (11 pages) and speculation that co-sponsorship by the 
Department of Human Services negatively affected the response rate. 
While the previously reviewed studies tend to emphasize the impact welfare and 
university policies have on college attendance by AFDC women, few studies focus on 
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the factors that lead to academic success among this population. One study by Stone, 
Nelson & Nieman (1994) examines factors that influence the academic success of 
AFDC women while they are in college. The study consisted of a 25-item semi- 
structured interview with 46 AFDC women in a single parent project at a Northwestern 
college. The program provided assistance with resources, mentors, and academic 
internships. The interview protocol was developed to reflect the sociological and 
psychological factors that influenced academic success among traditional and non- 
traditional students. The sociological factors included support from family, other 
students, and faculty and university services, while psychological factors included 
personal ambition, effort and discipline, prior knowledge and experience, and self- 
confidence. The sample included freshmen (6 percent), sophomores (9 percent), juniors 
(26 percent), seniors (50 percent) and graduate students (9 percent.) The mean age of 
sample members was 32 years. The subjects reported having an average of 1.9 children 
with a mean age of 9.2 years. 
Stone et al. (1994) found that the respondents tended to identify sociological 
factors more often in explaining academic success. Sixty-nine percent of the 
respondents reported that "the support of peers through tutoring, division of labor, 
academic advisement, obtaining books and notes and emotional support" (p.577) and 
university services in the form of academic help were important. The support of family, 
which included "emotional support" as well as financial support, was noted by 67 
percent of the respondents. Children were mentioned as encouraging parents to succeed. 
Parents viewed their academic success as a model that would contribute to their child's 
social and intellectual development. 
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The psychological factors included personal ambition (52 percent) prior 
knowledge and experience (26 percent), effort and discipline (17 percent) and self- 
confidence (14 percent). Personal ambition in terms of the desire to obtain employment 
was seen as one of the means to "advance their social and economic status for the sake 
of their children" (Stone et al, p.579). These studies all indicate the types of supports, 
which are important to AFDC students' ability to obtain a post-secondary education. 
Since the implementations of TANF there have been several studies that have examined 
the enrollment of TANF recipients in college. The next section will review that 
research. 
Research on College Enrollment since TANF 
Since the implementation of PWORA, Maine has become one of the few states to 
provide post-secondary education to welfare recipients in a program entitled Parents as 
Scholars (PAS). The PAS program is state funded and stops the clock on the time limit 
while permitting parents to attend college. After the first two years, parents are allowed to 
use work-study to meet the TANF work requirement. The parents are not allocated 
additional money and therefore obtain financial aid to pay for tuition, fees and book. 
In 1999, in order to review the program since it was implemented a survey was 
mailed to 860 participants of the PAS program. The survey was a 19-page instrument 
consisting of open-ended and close-ended questions. The response rate was 26.2 percent 
(n=222). Most of the respondents were women (96 percent), with ages ranging from 20 
to 56 with a median age of 30. Many of the respondents had one child (43.2 percent), or 
two children (34.2 percent). Several had three children (17.1 percent) and 3.88 percent 
had from four to eight children. Most of the respondents have obtained a traditional high 
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school diploma (83.6 percent) while the others had obtained a GED prior to college 
enrollment. The respondents were in attending in equal proportions at two-year and four- 
year colleges. The mean GPA was 3.21. The student's majors were health and caring 
(34.3 percent), social sciences (19.9 percent), clerical and business (13.9 percent) with 
technology, sciences and teaching, and arts sciences reflecting a range of percentages 
between 7.4 percent to 5.1 percent. 
The participants identified a number of economic challenges they confronted 
while attending school which include transportation problems, utility cut off notices, need 
to borrow money from family & friends, delinquent rent and car payments, skipping 
meals to save money, and use of the food bank. Most parents (92.5 percent) reported that 
their experience at the educational institutions was good or excellent. However, 17 
students (7.7 percent), report that they had problems with their professors. The open 
ended responses to these questions reflected the desire of the students to receive more 
flexibility from professors with regard to missed classes due to competing demands of a 
child's illness, or lack of transportation. However, 94.4 percent of the sample indicated 
that the college experience has enhanced their self-esteem and contributed to enhanced 
relationships with their children. The study's limitation is that it does not provide a 
control group of non-PAS respondents to compare the academic attainment and issues of 
that group. However, it does provide some important data for identifying services that 
might enhance enrollment of low-income women in rural Maine. 
Kahn & Polakow (2000) conducted a qualitative study of ten women in Michigan 
who were TANF recipients attending college and working since the implementation of 
PWORA. They found that the state had modified its regulations in order for women to 
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obtain benefits while they attended college. However, the recipients were regularly 
misinformed and misled about the hours of work required for eligibility for TANF 
childcare, medical care and cash benefits. Some of the recipients described this as 
intentional by some caseworkers. The area of continuous misinformation and conflict 
between workers and students were the legislative changes concerning use of work-study 
at post-secondary. Caseworkers frequently threatened to discontinue TANF benefits 
unless the women expanded their hours of work. In two instances the subjects only 
recourse to the threat of discontinuation of benefits was provide the TANF worker with a 
copy of the TANF regulations regarding the disputed issue to ensure the worker would 
not terminate benefits. Childcare while attending school was an area of misinformation 
resulting in parents losing childcare, experiencing long delays, or missing payments 
which resulted in tremendous hardships for the mothers and their children. This study 
provides case studies of each of the ten participants, allowing the reader to obtain in- 
depth information about each participant's encounter with TANF. The caseworkers’ lack 
of clarity regarding the changing TANF rules is reflected in the report of the women’s 
experiences. 
Wolfe & Tucker (2000) conducted qualitative interviews with 12 women in the 
Washington DC area and found similar issues regarding TANF recipients who were 
trying to balance the multiple demands of part-time work, family and college enrollment. 
The subjects stated TANF's rules created obstacles to completing college. The study used 
convenience and purposive sampling techniques which enabled them to select only 
current recipients enrolled in a two year, four year or graduate program of post secondary 
education. The study was unique because ot the inclusion of subjects from a range of 
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educational institutions. The study reported that the recipients viewed welfare to be a 
service of last resort, which they had not planned on using. However, when life 
circumstances were beyond their capacity to control, they utilized TANF in order to assist 
them in obtaining a college education. They were not women from intergenerational 
families of welfare recipients. 
The major critique of these studies is that the findings cannot be generalized to the 
larger population of TANF recipients. However, it does provide some insight into the 
special issues confronting TANF students who are employed, while balancing parenting 
and the time-limits. 
Research on Welfare to Work combined with Education and Training 
ABT Associates (2000) is conducting a five-year study of the transition from 
work to substantive education and training. The program provides community college 
preparation for TANF recipients employed twenty hours a week. The program is 
collaboration between the Riverside Community College and the Los Angeles TANF 
Department. In response to the need to provide more than work, this program is designed 
to offer a 24-week program of academic instruction and career guidance. In the third 
phase of the program, participants can choose to enroll in a mini-course of one to five 
months at the community college. This is a graduated program to offer a college 
education after women have gone into the workforce from TANF. An initial evaluation of 
the pilot year was conducted of 143 parents. The group represents only one-tenth of 
eligible participants for the program. The small enrollment is the result of difficulty in 
recruiting participant. The findings are inconclusive due to sample size and pilot year of 
program operation. However, the parents who attended the core training saw 
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improvement in math and language. Supportive services for parents trying to balance 
work, family and school have been noted as instrumental to program completion. The 
findings also indicated that inadequate transportation in a county with wide geographic 
distances between work, home and employment can negatively affect school attendance. 
The future finding might offer conclusive evidence of the types of supports 
needed to assist welfare-to-work participants' efforts to acquire post secondary education. 
However, the finding from this study is limited due to the inadequate sample size, which 
disallows the researcher from generalizing about the program's effectiveness. 
Summary of Quantitative and Qualitative Studies 
The earlier research studies before the enactment of TANF identified a number of 
personal and institutional barriers that influenced welfare recipients’ investment in their 
human capital through the acquisition of post-secondary education. The research of 
Kates (1993), Gittell and Moore (1989) Gittell, Schehl, and Fareri (1990), Gittell, 
Gross, and Holdaway (1993), Becker (1993) and Abramovitz (1996), supports post¬ 
secondary education as enhancing the human capital of single women and their 
children. However, researchers (Kates, 1993, Naples 1998, Gittell and Moore 1989 
Gittell et al. 1990, Gittell et al. 1993, Butler and Nevins, 1997) found that welfare, 
educational and financial aid policies did not support the acquisition of post-secondary 
education for female welfare parents. The studies found that the lack of coherent 
collaborative policies adversely affects a student's enrollment and persistence in post 
secondary education. The repeated theme that emerges is that a lack of collaboration 
between the welfare department and educational institutions can negatively affect 
college attendance for women. 
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The studies by Gittell and Moore (1989), Gittell, Schehl, and Fared (1990), 
Gittell, Gross, and Holdaway (1993), Naples (1998), Butler and Nevins (1997) 
demonstrate AFDC women's persistence in college despite the lack of collaboration 
between the welfare department and the educational institutions. These studies also 
recognize that the lack of daycare support, transportation, inappropriate college 
advisement, and conflictual student-parent roles are additional barriers for enrolling or 
completing college. 
Gittell and Moore (1989), Gittell et al. (1990) and Gittell et al (1993) conclude 
that when institutional supports were present in the form of daycare, financial aid and 
peer supports, the student’s own persistence and opportunities for future employment 
influenced college completion. Since the passage of the new welfare legislation, these 
issues warrant further study to determine whether persistence has been negatively 
affected. 
Kates' study offers a unique perspective because she explores whether 
collaboration between education and welfare departments provides a supportive 
environment that enables college completion. Kates (1993) found there was not a single 
model of a supportive environment for reentry women among institutions with special 
reentry programs for women. However, Kates (1993) did not examine schools without 
women's reentry programs. 
The research on persistence suggests that social integration (the influence of 
friends and family) has a positive impact on college completion. The studies of Nielson 
and Newman (1994) explore areas that are similar to social integration. In their study 
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they conclude that sociological and psychological elements are important to enrollment 
and retention among AFDC recipients. 
Since the enactment of TANF, the recent qualitative studies (Kahn & Polaskow, 
2000, Wolfe & Tucker, 2000, ABT, 2000) of women on welfare pursuing post 
secondary education highlight the importance of balancing the demands of the student 
role with the responsibilities of parenting. The studies offer a perspective on the 
increased difficulties women are encountering with the flux of changing interpretation 
of the TANF rules regarding benefits and services. In most of the studies there is a 
limited explanation about support the women obtain from family, friends and the 
college environment, which assists them with persistence. 
The literature on persistence for women has identified that women persist in 
college because of an interdependence of academic integration and social integration 
(Braxton et al. 1997). It is the intention of this study to examine how women 
experience supports and whether supports aid in persistence. Since the implementation 
of TANF, the work requirement and time limits women recipients confront heighten 
pressures to enter the work force. Many women appear to be abandoning enrollment in 
college to meet the new requirements to quickly enter the workforce. 
All of these studies examine the supports that are considered important to parent 
college completion. However, the studies either uses the theory of human capital or 
theory of persistence to examine the variables that contribute to persistence among 
welfare parents in post secondary institutions. None of the studies use both theories to 
examine persistence among the parents. The studies have also failed to examine how the 
integration of external supports (family, friends, and faculty) and academic integration 
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(grades in high school, community college) have influenced the parents' success. An 
application of both theories would expand the analysis of what issues are important to 
consider when examining the successes and failures of single parents who enroll in 
college. There is greater depth in examining the interplay of cost-benefit of college, 
with a student's academic and social integration at a college. 
Purpose of Study 
This study explores whether Tinto's theory (1993) of academic and social 
integration are mutually interdependent by examining the academic and social supports 
that female students on TANF identify as important to their persistence at the university. 
Tinto (1993) and Bean's (1987) model considers that external factors outside of the 
institution can have a considerable impact on a student's view toward the institution and 
ultimately influence persistence. Bean's (1987) theory will be explored to determine if 
external forces, i.e., TANF benefits and services have an impact on persistence. 
Conducting a qualitative study of female persistence will allow the subjects to 
describe the issues that contribute to persistence since welfare reform and the 
introduction of TANF in a Northeastern state. It is intended that this methodology might 
provide an opportunity to undercover new information about female persistence. 
Qualitative research provides an opportunity to question the subject when new 
information surfaces during the interview. The use of this methodology contributes to 
enhancing the understanding of the complexity of student persistence among single 
parent students, which has been lacking in the literature when the studies are quantitative. 
It is the intent of this study to contribute to the understanding how females with children 
persist since the implementation of TANF. The study will include interviews of women 
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who have withdrawn from the university in addition to those women currently 
matriculating. 
This study will examine the experiences of single parent students who are 
enrolled or have withdrawn from a public post secondary institution in a Northeastern 
university. The research will explore how women experience the institutional supports 
(daycare, housing, financial aid) in an attempt to persist in college. The women will also 
be asked to discuss how psychological and social (family, students, family) supports are 
factors that affect persistence in college. The research questions being posed are: 
1. Are there differences in the students’ experiences based on academic success and 
ages of children? 
2. What is the experience of current and former TANF recipients at a public university 
who have attempted to persist in college? 
3. What kinds of psychological and sociological factors do students make use of to 
persist in college? 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter describes the research design, sampling and data collection 
methods of this study. This study examines the perception of a sample of female adults 
with children who receive welfare and how the enactment of the PWORA and the 
implementation of TANF in a state in the Northeast affected college persistence. The 
specific research questions examined in the study are: 
1. Are there differences in the students’ experiences based on prior academic success 
and ages of children? 
2. What is the experience of current and former TANF recipients at a flagship 
Northeastern university who have attempted to persist in college? 
3. What kinds of psychological and sociological factors do students make use of to 
persist in college? 
Research Design 
An exploratory study based on qualitative methods was used in this study. This 
type of design permits a study of a problem in depth while understanding the situation in 
context (Strauss & Corbin, 1988). The study used qualitative analysis because it 
permitted an in depth analysis of the women’s perceptions of TANF. Because this study 
was conducted soon after PWORA was enacted, a qualitative design seemed most 
appropriate. Little qualitative data was available to describe the experience of this 
population in gaining a four-year college education. Moreover, the experience of this 
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population wore expected to differ considerably from those of more recent non-traditional 
college students, in-depth narrative data would provide valuable insight into college 
persistence for this population. 
Interviews were conducted of AFDC/TANF recipients who are enrolled or have 
withdrawn from a flagship university. Grounded theory informed the methodology I used 
for the study. This methodology states that "theory was derived from data, systematically 
gathered and analyzed through the research process” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 12). 
This research method permitted the analysis of data in the form of rich descriptions, 
which contributed to the development of a theory from the data through explorative 
questions, observations, and other data sources. 
Sampling 
Sample Site 
The subjects were students who were enrolled or had been enrolled in a flagship 
university in a Northeastern state. The public educational institution attracts students 
from a broad cross-section of communities within and outside of the state. The university 
offers undergraduate and graduate degrees in a wide range of disciplines. The state was 
chosen because it was one of the first states to change welfare to reflect a “work first” 
policy. Prior to TANF, the state administered a JOBS program that offered education and 
training and extensive support services to welfare recipients (i.e., daycare, transportation 
allowances) in a wide range of educational settings without the current two-year time 
limits. 
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Sample 
I utilized purposeful sampling methods to facilitate interviewing “information 
rich subjects. The selection of subjects was based on the following sampling criteria: (1) 
single parent; (2) college students who are enrolled or who have withdrawn from the 
public post-secondary educational institution under study; and (3) current and former 
recipients of AFDC/TANF. The sample is diverse and reflects a range of ages and races. 
To insure diversity of the sample, many different types of organizations and groups were 
contacted. The sample was obtained by contacting groups that included: a women’s 
resource center, parents using on and off campus daycare, the student group 
subcommittee on women’s issues, the on-campus Family Housing service, the Dean of 
Students Office, women of color groups, students at public university events and faculty 
in the Women’s Studies department. I met with representatives of each of these groups 
and asked for their assistance in identifying individuals who met the sampling criteria and 
who might be interested in being interviewed. I also posted an announcement in the local 
TANF office to solicit subjects in locations. I obtained subjects by using the snowball 
technique in which the groups I had contacted recommended individuals who they 
thought would meet the requirements of the study. A faculty member in the Women's 
Studies department referred one subject. The respondent recommended that I contact a 
student who in turn enabled me to reach three other students. Administrators at the 
university also recommended students that I contacted. 
Description of Sample 
Table 1. summarizes the demographic characteristics of the sample. There were 
14 women sampled between the ages of 22 and 47 years old in the sample. The sample 
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was ethnically diverse in that five were Caucasian, five were Black and four were Latina 
women. 
All fourteen women had been on TANF. Four women had received welfare under 
the AFDC program. The women's children were 4 months to 11 years old. One woman 
had three children, three of the parents had two children, 4 months to 11 years old, and 
ten women had one child between the ages of 11 months to 8 years old. 
Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Sampled Women 
Age 
22- 24 6 
25-27 2 
28-30 4 
31-33 0 
34- older 2 
Race 
White 5 
Black 5 
Latina 4 
Number of Children 
One 10 
Two 3 
Three 1 
Student Status at Interview 
Currently Enrolled 9 
Withdrawn 5 
TANF Status at Interview 
Full TANF Recipient 3 
Reached Time Limit 7 
Voluntarily Withdrew 4 
College Major 
Engineering 1 
Nursing 3 
Veterinary Medicine 1 
Marine Biology 1 
Business 2 
Political Science 1 
Spanish 1 
Sociology 1 
Women's Studies 1 
Psychology 1 
History 1 
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Semi-structured interviews consisting of thirty-three questions were completed 
from March to August 2000.The interviews were held in the student's home or in a 
private office on-campus. The interviews were typically between one hour and one and 
one half-hours long. At the time of the interviews, nine women were enrolled in the 
university; of whom four of the women were seniors and five were juniors. Five of the 
women had withdrawn from the university and four were working while one was home 
caring for her children. 
At the time of the interviews, only three women were receiving full TANF 
benefits. One had been grandfathered and the other two women had not reached the time 
limit. Of the remaining six still enrolled in school, three women had voluntarily 
withdrawn from TANF and three women had met the time limit and were no longer 
eligible for cash benefits but were still enrolled in school. Five of the women had 
withdrawn from the university at the time of the interview. Of those who had withdrawn, 
two women had two children and the third had three children. Among the five students 
who withdrew from the university, two had met the time limit, one was unable to obtain 
full TANF benefits, and two had not met the limit but voluntarily withdrew to work and 
care for their children. Among all of these women, the lack of economic support was a 
major component of their decision to withdrawn from school. 
Of the 14 students, initially six were science and engineering majors. The majors 
were as follows, engineering (1), nursing (3), marine biology and veterinary medicine. 
The remaining eight students were majors in the following areas: Spanish, sociology, 
political science, history, women's studies, psychology, and two in business. 
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All fourteen women returned to school, after becoming parents. Two of the 
youngest women became pregnant in their senior year of high school. They graduated 
and shortly thereafter entered community college. Six of the students had worked from 
two to twenty years as teacher's aides, counselors in human services settings, 
telemarketers, or in food service. On average the six students worked five years before 
returning to school. 
Eight of the women had attended community college prior to transferring to the 
university. While attending community college, seven of the women had received TANT. 
Six women enrolled in the university initially as traditional students but stopped because 
of academic withdrawal or pregnancy. Among these six women, two had school-age 
children while four had children between 18 months and two years old. The interruption 
and absence from school ranges from one semester to nine years. 
Data Collection 
Following the approval by the Human Subjects Review Committee, prospective 
subjects were contacted by telephone to determine whether the sampling criteria were 
met and to explain the purpose of the study and to respond to questions (Appendix A). If 
the subject agreed to participate in the research I scheduled a time to meet to conduct a 
one and one half-hour interview. A written explanation of the study was given to the 
participant prior to conducting the interview (Appendix A) as well as a copy of the 
informed consent form (Appendix C) which the subject and the researcher signed. This 
provided an opportunity for the subject to explore any areas of concern thereby assuring 
that consent was informed. Interviews took place in the subject’s home or at a location on 
a college campus that provided privacy. 
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A pilot of the interview questions was conducted to determine if the interview 
questions permitted the subjects to share information germane to the study. 
Interviewing 
The mode of data collection was semi-structured, face-to face interviews. The 
semi-structured interview permitted the researcher to develop rapport with the subjects. 
This interview process also permitted the researcher to explore topics in-depth when 
issues requiring more exploration emerged during the interview process. 
The grounded theory analysis permitted the identification of broad areas to 
explore in order to allow the information about the phenomena to emerge without the 
researcher directing the area of exploration. According to Patton (1990) “interviewing 
begins with the assumption that the perspective of the other is meaningful, 
knowledgeable, and able to be made explicit” (p. 278). 
The interview was divided into two areas: demographic information and 
descriptive information about the subject’s experience. The questions moved from 
questions about the student’s personal and academic background to questions about her 
experience as a student/single parent on AFDC/TANF. Follow-up questions were based 
on the need to probe to explore “areas of inquiry that were not originally included in the 
interview instrument” (Patton, 1990 p. 297). The interview guide consisted of 30 open- 
ended items developed by the researcher specifically for this study. Many of the 
questions were influenced by reviews of studies by Gittell (1989,1990, 1993), Butler and 
Nevins (1997), Kates (1991), Nilsson (1992) and Stone, Nelson, and Nieman (1994). 
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Data Analysis 
Qualitative methods used for developing grounded theory informed the data 
analysis. All tape-recorded interviews were transcribed into written form. Open, axial and 
selective coding were the techniques used to analyze open-ended interviews and archival 
records in qualitative research. Open coding is the "analytic process through which 
concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data" 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998 p. 101). This is a critical element of identifying the similarities 
and differences within the data so those categories can begin to be analyzed. During this 
phase, I examined the transcripts and documents to identify categories supported by the 
text. The intent of this process is to reduce the data “to a small set of themes or 
categories” (Creswell, 1998 p. 151). Atlas ti, a qualitative software program was used to 
aid in the recording of the codes that were developed for the open, axial and selective 
coding analysis. I initially identified 64 codes from the 14 interviews that labeled similar 
themes or concepts that the subjects shared. During this process I was comparing the data 
that each subject shared to identify the codes. 
The 64 codes included supports of family, faculty, students, administrators, 
students' views toward education, and view ofTANF. The outcome of this process 
facilitated the development of theory building as patterns emerged from the data. Axial 
coding sought to build on the categories developed in open coding to identify ways the 
subcategories and categories related to each other (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Extensive 
analysis of the categories and reviews of the interviews assured that I had exhausted the 
analysis of the data. The most important outcome of axial coding is that there emerges an 
understanding of how the categories relate to each other. During the open and axial 
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coding process I maintained memos of my ideas and observations of the coding I did to 
better consider the concepts that emerged from the data analysis. 
The outcome of axial coding was that several categories were consolidated into 
groups of core categories. The following areas emerged: supports, views and values of 
education, internal and external obstacles to education, role of TANF, and workers' 
perception. This process was quite complex. During this process the questions of who, 
what, where, when and how formed the basis for developing the categories and creating 
an understanding of the phenomenon or "what is going on" in the study. 
Finally, selective coding was the process by which the categories were integrated 
into themes that resulted in the formation of a theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). During 
selective coding, major categories emerge from the open and axial coding process. The 
themes that were identified from the major categories provided the basis for the findings 
chapter. 
Validity 
The method of validating the grounded theory is to compare it to the raw data or 
present it to the respondents to obtain their reactions prior to finalizing the study results. 
Member checking was conducted after the coding process. A selected number of subjects 
met with the researcher to discuss the issues and concepts that emerge from the data. Any 
additional data that was introduced by the subjects was integrated into the analysis to 
enhance the development of theory. 
I also validated the findings by reviewing campus and local newspaper coverage 
of the single parents who organized to seek financial assistance from the Chancellor’s 
office in the spring of 1998. I also examined the minutes of the meeting that parents had 
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with administrators of the institution in addition to discussing the outcome of the parent's 
issues. 
As a professional social worker and doctoral candidate in higher education policy 
I have a strong interest in examining the issues that affect these women as they attempt to 
obtain higher education. I addressed my biases by soliciting feedback from professionals 
in the field who are knowledgeable about the issues confronting the subjects. 
Ethical Issues 
Confidentiality was guaranteed to every participant in the study. The tapes and 
transcriptions were accessible and remain with the researcher in a locked file. Tapes and 
transcripts were assigned random identification numbers to ensure confidentiality. 
Written reports refer to subjects only in aggregate form. The material to be researched is 
very sensitive for women who have financial difficulty. The subjects were informed that 
the study was conducted to fulfill requirements for a degree in education and not a part of 
any state initiated research on TANF. At any time in the interview, a subject could 
withdraw from the study and the information from the interview would not be used in the 
research. (Appendix C) None of the subjects withdrew from the study. 
Some of the findings reflect new theoretical perspectives that have not appeared 
in the literature of single parents' enrollment in post-secondary education. For example, 
one of the findings identifies the methods parents used to persist while they complied 
with TANF rules. The next section will provide an complete overview of the findings that 
were developed from the use of open, axial and selective coding of the data and the 
generation of themes from the interviews of the fourteen women. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the analysis of narrative data obtained from personal 
interviews with fourteen adult females with children who currently attend or attended a 
four-year college while they were recipients of TANF. The analysis of data is presented 
in three separate sections, each of which focuses on a specific research question. These 
questions were outlined in the previous chapter and are reiterated at the beginning of each 
section. 
This chapter begins with a brief overview of the educational backgrounds and 
welfare status of sample members as a context for understanding their college 
experiences. The experiences of the sample members while attempting to persist in a 
four-year college are the focus of this chapter. College persistence is predicated upon a 
student's motivation for seeking an education. The benefits of a college education as 
perceived by the sample members for themselves personally and for their children are 
described. The challenges sample members report about college persistence are also 
described. Differences in their adjustment to the college environment, however, varied. 
The factors that would presumably affect college adjustment included the subject's 
previous academic success and the age of their children, types of supports, and the kind 
of TANF rules that govern receipt of benefits. 
The parents in this study had a range of academic experiences. Six of the parents 
had attended the university prior to withdrawing to either work or have a child. Of these 
six parents, three were young parents under 24 years of age, with children under 4 years. 
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The other three parents were over 27 years old with children over 4 years old. Of the six 
women, three withdrew from the university. All three who withdrew cited as stresses the 
difficulty of managing the academic demands, while two identified the loss of TANF 
benefits due to the time limit or ineligibility as additional stresses. 
The other eight parents had attended community college prior to transferring to 
the university. These parents ranged in age from 22 to 47 years of age and their children 
were 4 months to 11 years old. There were four parents who were 22 to 25 years old and 
four who were 27 to 47 years of age. Among the parents, three had two or more children. 
Among the parents who transferred the two oldest women with two or more children 
withdrew. These women also cited the difficulty of managing the academic requirements 
and the stress of limited income as barriers to remaining in school. 
TANF regulations stipulate that any woman with a child below school age is 
allowed two years of benefits within a sixty-month period. However, after two years of 
benefits are provided, parents are required to work, perform community service, or 
engage in job search and/or skill training for employment. College enrollment is not 
considered as involvement in skill training for employment. Consequently, if parents 
reached the time limit while in college, the work requirements would be required if they 
wanted to continue to receive benefits. 
At the time of the interview, of the fourteen women interviewed, only three of the 
women were exempt from the work requirement. Two women had not reached the two- 
year limit and one woman had been given an exemption and allowed to receive benefits 
while she completed four years of college. 
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Six other women enrolled in school were in various stages with TANF. Two had 
voluntarily withdrawn from TANF but remained in school. Four women had met the time 
limit and remained in school. Five withdrew from school and cited academic problems 
and economic stresses as contributing to their decision to withdraw. Each woman had 
unique circumstances that brought her to parenting, receipt of TANF benefits, and the 
goal of acquiring a four-year college education. 
Persistence theory as developed by Tinto (1993), Bean (1987) and others makes 
the claim that if students are academically and socially integrated they are least likely to 
withdraw from college. This theory will be explored in the context of the women's 
choices and actions to determine if it is consist with their actions. 
In this chapter how each woman chose to persist in college with limited financial 
resources, time limits and academic demands is presented. This provides an 
understanding of the complexity and challenges that women on TANF confront when 
they choose to obtain the benefits to assist them while they seek to fulfill the goal of 
college completion. 
In this next section parents describe their perspectives on education and what their 
experiences have been at the university. The research question of whether there are 
differences in the students' experiences based on prior academic success and ages of their 
children will be explored. 
Motivation for College Attendance 
Parents view education as a vehicle for intellectual stimulation as well as a means 
to enhance their human capital. Education is considered to be an important means to 
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enhance their future earnings. The parents believe education is an important means to 
enable them to provide for their children. 
Well, I realized I needed to make money and I needed to support my child 
and I also know that I needed to have an education in order to raise a 
child... not having an education, I think, I don’t know, it just seemed like 
the right thing to do. (enrolled, senior) 
...I knew there was nothing out there for me and that the only thing I had 
was this education and somehow, somewhere I had to get this degree . . . so 
I could at least... get a job. (withdrawn junior) 
The parents assessed that with a degree they would be able to enter the workforce and 
obtain adequate employment well beyond the offering of TANF's welfare to work 
programs. 
I couldn’t understand it, I am trying to do something for myself here and a 
four year school is way better than going to a two year school. 
(withdrawn junior) 
In contrast to TANF's work first requirement, the students viewed college 
education as a safeguard against placement in the low wage labor market. 
Just because that's the way it is in this country. When you go apply for a 
job and you don’t have that degree you not gonna be looked at for 
anymore than a $6 or $7 an hour job. Blue-collar job, that just the way it 
is. (enrolled senior) 
... From my experience is that if you don't have a degree and education 
you're stuck with a minimum wage job for the rest of your life. I think if 
you get a degree and you can get a higher paying job eventually you gonna 
be putting back into the system, what you got out of it. And I think you 
gonna be able to teach your children more with an education. I just think 
you're an all around in a better position once you have a degree, (enrolled 
junior) 
Because if anybody needs an education it is a single parent. Because you 
don’t have somebody to help you take care of your child, for the most part 
it's you. So you do need to be in the position to earn that money to take 
care of your child, (enrolled senior) 
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Many parents viewed education as an inherent responsibility of parents. They felt 
it would not only enhance them intellectually but also provide benefits to their children. 
Some stated that in order to be effective parents they had to obtain an education. 
It keeps you there, it keeps you motivated knowing that you are doing something 
that is going to be for your good and your child's good and just everything feels 
right, (enrolled senior) 
And I think you gonna be able to teach your children more with an 
education. I just think you're all around in a better position once you have 
a degree, (enrolled junior) 
It is apparent this goal was shared between the students and their parents because they 
reported how education was stressed early in their lives. 
My Mom...raised me valuing school so much and I wanted my children to 
do the same thing, (enrolled senior). 
... My mother stressed education ... (enrolled senior) 
All of women felt that college attendance modeled behavior for their children that 
would enhance their child's value of education. The parents of older children indicated 
that college enrollment had contributed to their children's academic performance. 
She came with me to classes. She was there and I think it really shaped her 
outlook on her school, (enrolled senior) 
My children are both incredible readers. They grew up with me reading, 
studying and writing papers ... They talk about when I am in college. 
(withdrawn junior) 
Parents with small children ages 2 to 4 years old hoped that their education would have 
an effect on them when they enrolled in school. However, since the children were young 
they were unable to assess the impact school had on their children. 
These women believed that children are positively influenced when parents 
acquire an education. That their own parents encouraged this view is evident in the 
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emotional and financial support the students obtained from their parents and, in some 
instance siblings. Eight of the students' parents had either attended or completed college. 
In all instances the parents said their own parents voiced support of the value of 
education. 
My family is very supportive, whenever my car breaks down or they try to 
give me money whenever they can...my sister...she call me every other 
day.... (enrolled junior) 
My family has been very supportive. My father has helped me. (enrolled 
senior). 
My family has always been there for me, whatever I need, (withdrawn 
junior) 
Well my family was very supportive as far as emotionally, they really 
could not do much physically, (withdrawn junior). 
For many students, the challenges they surmounted in acquiring resources in a 
large university contributed to their maturity. They felt they learned how to surmount 
obstacles and obtain the necessary resources like housing, daycare, financial aid and other 
services. It appeared they viewed their success as contributing to their effectiveness as 
parents. 
I learned more outside the classroom than I did inside. I learned how to 
deal with life because there were so many obstacles in terms of getting 
financial aid, getting into your classes, getting anything you needed to I 
had to learn to jump through hoops. ( withdrawn junior) 
Older students with former employment experience viewed the courses as 
stimulating and responding to an emotional and intellectual need that was not available to 
them before returning to school. 
There was a lot of classes (women's studies) that were a part of healing to me 
so it was more of a healing type thing for me to take courses and I really like the 
courses, (enrolled senior) 
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Often I felt like it was me and the instructor. Everybody else was asleep. 
They (traditional age students) don't say anything and I'm having this 
dialogue with the professor because I am excited about what we're 
learning, (withdrawn junior). 
Challenges TANF Recipients Face in College Persistence 
Early in their enrollment parent/students had to accept that they would not have 
the freedom to engage in the university in the same way as traditional age students. Many 
choose the university because they were aware that it offered family housing and daycare, 
however, it came as a surprise to some that those services were not part of an overall 
university policy that might support their dual roles as single parents and students. The 
parents learned that the university's policies were structured to accommodate traditional 
age students. As a result, the parents perceived that there seemed to be little awareness of 
the unique needs of single parents or policies to accommodate those needs. The parents 
noted that evening classes, evening examinations and limited excused class absences 
reflected little regard for their dual roles and limited economic resources^ The parents' 
frustration extended to the university faculty's inflexibility and insensitivity to their 
lifestyles and responsibilities as single parents. The younger students, ages 22 to 25 years, 
with children 2 to 6 years old discussed their displeasure with the university policies. 
Many parents had transferred from a community college or stopped out of school to have 
a child and returned to complete their education. 
...There have been times that I had to take my daughter into classes with 
me when she was ill. I said I can bring assignments back and they would 
rather that I come in and so I say ok I have to bring my child in with me. 
(enrolled senior) 
... I missed a lot of classes and they weren't sympathetic to the fact that I 
missed it because I was sick or my daughter was sick. Whatever the scenario 
was they took off on my grade because of that (enrolled senior) 
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I find stats, accounting, and a couple of courses they have at night courses, 
at night exams. I always have to find time to make them [exams] up 
during the day. (enrolled junior) 
... Depends on which professors, not all of them understand the fact that I 
am a single mother and I go to the college at the same time. They believe 
that all the students go to college full time and their parents pay for 
everything, which is not true, (enrolled junior) 
Several of the parents discussed the inherent difficulty of trying to balance the student- 
parent roles at the university. Another frequently echoed concern from the parents 
focused on the challenges of maintaining their academic performance given their other 
responsibilities. Parents expressed frustration at the limitations parenting imposed on 
their vitality as students. 
It has not been easy. It has been really hard because I've been here. 
I had to go to school, and work and tend to her. It affects me being able to 
perform well in my classes, (enrolled senior) 
...Engineering, one problem could take you 1/2 hour, one hour and I just 
didn’t have any time. I was so busy with the baby and everything else 
and I got really depressed, I was really depressed, (withdrawn junior) 
As a result of limited childcare resources, parents reported their activities were 
often limited to attending classes, conducting library research and returning home to care 
for their children. 
I don't have time to study; I don't have time to hang around like all other 
students do. I’m not a regular student... It's a lot and I feel like I'm gonna 
explode because it's so tense. (Enrolled senior) 
...OK I was going to school, I was working, coming home at 5, picking up 
my daughter, making dinner and then when it comes to engineering it was 
a lot of group work ... I had to bring my child with me and how would I 
concentrate, it was too hard, (withdrawn, junior) 
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In some instances where university facilities were available to families, it 
appeared the schedule reflected the assumption that these parents had flexible schedules, 
, childcare readily available and were a part of a two-parent family. 
I complained about the student activities fee ... I don't get to use it, so why 
do I have to pay it, I could use this money for diapers ... swimming pools, 
my kids love to swim, oh no, no, there is only a family swim in the 
evenings ... well I said that's at dinner time I can't do that. ( Withdrawn, 
junior) 
Maybe, I don’t utilize the (college) services enough. I think it has to do 
with finding time as well to do them. A lot of the time when I have time 
out of classes I have to go and pick J up. It is very kind of tight you know, 
(enrolled junior) 
Initially, the parents expressed concern about social isolation due to their dual 
roles. However, this issue seemed to subside once they developed relationships with other 
parents in the family housing units. Parents' socialization did require thoughtful planning 
and the acquisition of baby-sitting. These relationships enabled these students to have 
some social outlet at the university. However, the young parents learned that they could 
not have a life that included the spontaneity so often part of traditional students' college 
experience. 
Two parents, over the age of 28, who had withdrawn and lived off campus with 
two children, seemed less inclined to want to socialize on campus. They reported that 
they attended classes and went home to care for their children. They disclosed that they 
had relationships with family and friends away from campus and did not view on campus 
social activities as important as did the other students. An older parent who commuted 
more than 1/2 hour indicated balancing both environments posed a challenge to her. 
... I had a life, which was totally different from the life at the university. 
That was one of the reasons that led to me leaving. If I was there in a 
college-oriented environment I would be able to concentrate solely on 
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school and my academics. Not necessarily what was going on in Johnston 
where my whole family is you know, (withdrawn junior) 
Another older parent described the difficulty of living on a limited TANF income, 
balancing the care of her children (over 8 years old) and completing the class 
assignments. Those concerns were more important to her than socializing on campus. 
You cant live on $500 (for three people). I don't know anyone that can ... I 
dont think there should be any pressure to take any certain number of 
courses. You come home from school. You got your kids to 8, 9:00 at 
night when they're in bed ... then you start studying ... sometimes I was up 
all night because that's when I could do it. (withdrawn junior) 
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The other parent with two children, who lived on campus, withdrew when she 
became pregnant, had difficulty financing daycare, attend classes and was also 
approaching the TANF time limit. She concluded that it was too difficult to continue. 
Feeding him [son] lunch and going back to classes and the labs that I 
didn’t even make half the time, because I couldn't find somebody to watch 
him. Some of the labs I couldn't bring him to because of the chemicals 
involved and everything. ( withdrawn junior) 
These older parents with two or more children seemed less concerned with 
socializing on campus than with the ability to provide the economic and emotional 
support for their families. Their decisions to withdraw from the university were 
predicated on the need to take immediate action to respond to the needs of their families. 
They were all aware of the human capital value of education, as they had all worked, but 
without sufficient economic supports to continue school they chose other economic 
means to support their families. Two of these women obtained employment while the 
third obtained child support and remained home with her children. Two of these parents 
had transferred from community colleges into the university. Consequently, the parents 
had the ability to do the academic work but the economic and emotional needs of their 
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families took precedence. The older women's rationale for withdrawal from school was 
complex. On one hand, they expressed that their children seemed positively influenced by 
their attendance at the university. They reported the children were interested in reading 
and seemed to have a positive regard for the parent's enrollment in school. However, in 
one instance the parent was influenced by an assessment that their child's emotional 
needs required greater attention. Older children can verbalize their concerns to their 
parents that children under four years are not quite as adept at doing. One older parent 
described her child's needs: 
I had a kid ... who just wanted me home. He wanted to talk, he wanted to 
engage with me like every minute. He needs a lot of attention and I just 
felt like he was having a hard time ... I just felt like I had to put my 
education on hold at that point ... so I could be with him. You got a 
situation where you got one kid and one parent and that's the only person 
they know..(withdrawn junior) 
This description suggests that the parent's academic success can be influenced by the 
child's age. In this instance, the parent responds to an older child's expressed needs and 
withdraws from school. 
Many of the parents' academic successes at the university were the result of 
previous academic successes in junior and high school and enrollment in community 
colleges. 
Academic Performance in Junior High and High School 
Transcripts with numerical grades report academic performance. However, 
information is often lacking from the student as to her perception of the academic 
experience. In the section that follows students reflect on how they view their 
performance and what issues shaped their past academic performance. The student's 
analysis of her academic performance provides insight as to her perception of the 
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educational process. An exploration of these views seems to provide some insight as to 
how students learned to manage adversity at a four-year-college while meeting the 
academic requirements as single parent students. 
In the interviews, the students were asked about their academic performance in 
junior high and high school. Some students described their academic performance in 
terms of their grades. Most of the students stated that they had grades of As or Bs. 
However, if they reported grades less than that, i.e., Cs and Ds, they often identified 
external issues as impacting their academic performance. They identified conflicts at 
home or excessive socializing as having a negative impact on their academic 
performance. Two students reported that when placed in schools of their mother's choice 
(i.e. private school and Catholic school), their grades declined because they got interested 
in other areas or intentionally failed so they could be removed from the school. In both 
instances these students assessed that their academic performance was affected by the 
loss of control of the choice of an academic setting. However, the students acknowledged 
that their mother's investment in a quality education seemed to be the underlying reason 
for the choice of schools. 
I did really good in school until I went to private school in 7th grade and 
then I didn't do as well. Like I wasn't on the top of my class. Played a lot 
of sports and was more interested in other things than getting good grades, 
(enrolled junior) 
I went to a special high school that required an entrance exam. I didn’t do 
well there. I didn't like it after a while so I did everything I could to get out 
of there because my mother wouldn't let me leave. And so I think my 
junior or high school I failed every class except for one and she finally let 
me leave. ... after that I turned right back around and started doing well, 
(withdrawn, junior) 
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Several students reported that conflicts with parents compromised their academic 
performance in high school. In two instances the students completed high school after 
moving away from their families. One student reported that despite a conflict with one of 
her parents, her desire to major in the sciences in college resulted in academic diligence 
during high school. This woman subsequently completed college with two associate 
degrees from a nearby community college. 
Two Hispanic students who attended private schools through junior high in Puerto 
Rico and the Dominican Republic experienced more academic challenge there than in the 
schools in the United States. Both of these women confronted acculturating to an 
academic setting that offered less than their previous education. One student also reported 
her exposure to sex and drugs occurred in the American school. Both students became 
engineering majors upon entry into the university. One expressed concern that the high 
school had not provided good preparation for enrollment in the university. She felt it had 
been a serious impediment to her academic preparation for the engineering major. 
We didn’t have the resources there (the US high school). It was just 
difficult. I was an engineering student when I came here and I notice I was 
behind every other freshman, (enrolled senior) 
I saw things that 1 would have never seen. I don't know, I guess here 
everything is out in the open, like drugs, sex, all that. I know if I would 
have been in Puerto Rico, at that school, I would have never learned at 
such a young age. ( withdrawn junior) 
Prior to their pregnancies, several of the young students, ages 22 to 24, had 
intended to obtain a bachelor's degree within four years. However, they were surprised to 
learn that once they became parents their timetables for reaching their future goals were 
altered dramatically. 
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But it (parenting) has made it harder. I have been in school for five years. 
... It has prolonged it. I didn't expect to be in school this long, (enrolled 
senior) 
Going straight through, my Ph D. in engineering. That is what I wanted to 
do. Everything changed so much; I can't just do that now. (withdrawn 
junior) 
At the time of the interviews nine of the subjects were enrolled in the university. 
Four were seniors who were majoring in the social sciences. One senior had immediate 
plans to pursue a master's degree in education and had applied to graduate school. The 
other five students expressed a desire to obtain advanced degrees but were going to work 
after graduation. 
There were five juniors enrolled, three who were business majors and two who 
were in the social sciences. Two of the business majors envisioned returning to school as 
a part of their future employer's benefit plan. One parent who was a junior intended to go 
directly to graduate school with the aid of scholarships. She appeared confident that she 
would not have difficulties because of her excellent grades. The other two wanted to 
work and later attend graduate school. 
All of the nine enrolled women with the exception of one, planned to obtain a 
master's degree and one of those in the sciences (marine biology) were interested in 
obtaining their Ph.Ds. Most of the parents stated they would initially work and try to 
obtain the master's degree part-time. The parents' choice of majors provides an additional 
perspective on their view of education. 
According to persistence theory, when students are an academic fit with an 
institution they are more likely to persist. It is apparent that these students had developed 
academic skills they would call upon in college to excel academically. In junior high and 
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high school most of these women learned the breadth of their academic abilities. As a 
consequence, when they encountered initial academic failure in college they had the 
skills to improve their college academic performance. Many of the students reported that 
their initial poor performance was not reflective of their ability and they later improved 
academically. 
Socially Integrating into the Four Year College 
The eight parents transferred from community college to the university. Their 
perspective of the university was influenced by the social and educational experience 
they had at the community college. They indicated they had found the community 
colleges supportive of non-traditional students. Several of them had lived at home so they 
had the support of family and reported they did well academically. 
Several parents who had transferred from the community college said they had a 
friend or a cousin at the university. Their friends encouraged them to attend the university 
because of its academic excellence. Ten parents moved into campus housing. However, 
they did not know other single parent students and some reported feeling alone and 
depressed. Socially integration into the university would be of value to some of the 
parents. For some parents the involvement in the undergraduate parents group and the 
activities for parents and children provided that outlet. 
The supports they had grown accustomed to while living with family were absent 
in the new setting. In order to succeed the younger parents had to adjust to the loss of 
emotional and institutional supports while learning to balance parenting and school. The 
parents reflected on their university academic experience as follows. 
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I don't have the family support that I used to have to watch her when she 
gets sick. That adds up. When she's sick and I don’t have anyone to watch 
her I can't go to school, (enrolled junior) 
And then I had my son too, so I really didn't have any type of social life or 
anything like that, I just went to class and came home, that was about it. 
(enrolled junior) 
It is evident that lack of family support and the sense of aloneness posed real 
challenges for these students and their children. According to persistence theory ( Tinto, 
1993, Bean 1985), social integration assists students in persisting. 
In contrast to the theory, an older student who had previously been enrolled and 
had returned to school did not have family supports and viewed her experience 
differently: 
I guess because I never had strong family support ... I always learned to 
rely on myself... I tried to structure my life so I didn't have to worry 
about childcare, (enrolled senior) 
This student's goal of completing the degree dominated any immediate issue she 
had about being on campus without supports. She stated that she planned her return to 
school with a school-age child to avoid the need and expense of childcare services. Some 
of the young students seemed to struggle initially with balancing their parental and 
academic responsibilities. In the section that follows the parents discuss the conflicts they 
encounter when they are unable to balance their two roles. 
After the first semester when some of the younger students were confronted with 
academic failure, they developed relationships with faculty and department chairs to 
reduce the future threat of problems. One student discussed her conflict with a faculty 
chair regarding her absences, while another sought out advice on academic issues. 
The lady [Department Chair] wasn't budging at all so I had to withdraw so 
I wouldn’t get a F. I'm taking it again ... She said I'm a single mother, I did 
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it once too. She wasn’t understanding. She came out and said no childcare 
is an unexcused absence, (enrolled junior) 
The Dean of Students really helps. My dean, the Academic Dean of the 
Arts and Sciences Department. He has been very sensitive. He has helped 
me, gives me a lot of advice, (enrolled junior) 
The adjustment to the university resulted in students seeking the assistance of 
advisors and department chairs in order to ensure they would not confront future 
academic difficulties. More importantly the parent learned that her parental 
responsibilities were not going to absolve her of her student responsibilities. 
Some of the older parents seemed less distressed that the university was 
dismissive of their dual roles. These parents seemed to have reconciled themselves to the 
inequities inherent in their dual status. More importantly, they appeared more 
emotionally and strategically prepared to find ways to accommodate their situation. As 
older parents they had been independent longer than the students who had come from 
their parents' home, and transferred to the university. The maturity and experience that 
the older parents brought to their dual role enabled them to negotiate the university. This 
seemed most evident when issues of class attendance arose. The university had a rule that 
students were not allowed more than three unexcused absences from class^ 
Well, I think a lot of professors automatically assume that school is your 
first priority but being a student parent unfortunately it can't be. So I think 
in that aspect there is a difference, (enrolled senior) 
In order to minimize grade reduction predicated on class absences, this older 
parent revealed that in the beginning of every new class, she would apprise the faculty of 
her single parent status and request consideration of the class absence policy. She assured 
them she would keep up with the work. In effect she developed an informal contract with 
faculty as to how she might make up class work in the event of her child's illness. This 
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process seemed to work well for the student. In some instances the faculty established a 
collaborative process with her. The student stated: 
I guess I learned it along the way. Well, maybe when I was in community 
college ... I was one of the youngest students. It was an older crowd. 
There were a lot of parents in the classes and older people so maybe I 
learned it from there, (enrolled senior) 
Another older student was less inclined to reveal her single parent status unless 
she had academic problems. She said 
No, if my grades weren't slipping there was no reason why they should 
Know ... I'm taking a class with thirty people in a class. I don’t understand 
why I have to state to them "well you know I'm a single parent so and so 
forth." (withdrawnjunior.) 
The process of learning to overcome obstacles when issues conflicted with the 
student's dual role seemed to be a component of the student's maturation as a parent. The 
older parents were less inclined to perceive that the university rules needed to 
accommodate their dual roles. However, the younger students did seek out advisors, 
faculty and administrators to ensure that they had support in their student/parent roles. 
The role of childcare has been alluded to for both the young and older parents. In the next 
section how parents' managed childcare needs will be explored. 
Impact of Childcare on College Attendance 
Childcare, especially for children under five years of age, is repeatedly cited in 
the literature as an important resource that contributes to parental success in school or 
welfare-to-work programs. The assistance students obtained from the children's father 
and family members also contributed to their initial success in the community colleges. 
When students initially enrolled in the university and childcare was not readily available 
through formal daycare institutions, parents arranged temporary assistance with family, 
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friends, classmates and community supports. These arrangements were maintained until 
there was formalized care. In one instance the inability of a mother with two children to 
afford formal childcare during her years of university enrollment ultimately compromised 
her ability to succeed in school and contributed to her withdrawal. Informal daycare 
arrangements with a friend were dissolved. 
Three weeks before finals I had to withdraw. I couldn't find anything 
[daycare]. And still had to do the 20 hour a week work requirement and 
that was my last semester that I was in school, (withdrawn junior) 
In one instance, an older parent who had begun college several years prior to the 
implementation of TANF used friends for daycare until she discovered that the social 
service agency had withheld the daycare voucher. She learned that litigation by welfare 
advocates had resulted in a reinstatement of the daycare benefit. As a result, she was later 
able to obtain a daycare voucher. 
So then I found out from this other women that she was in school full time 
and wash was having [daycare] vouchers ... The state had gotten sued 
from some advocates and they put that [daycare] back in but they didn’t 
tell anybody about it. So if you didn’t know they weren't going to tell you. 
So then I just signed up. (withdrawn junior) 
However, she later withdrew from school because her child needed her to be available to 
him and the long hours of school, lack of finances and studying diminished quality time 
with her child. 
Several of the older women who had children between the ages of 6 and 11 years 
deliberately returned to school when they thought it would be feasible to complete 
college because of their children's ages. They sought to minimize the expenses of tuition 
and childcare. In one instance a parent relocated to the area to be near family and to 
establish state residency to reduce the cost of the tuition 
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I couldn't do it [return to school] when she was a newborn baby. So I set 
myself some goals and said when she starts kindergarten that's when I 
would want to return to college, (enrolled senior) 
The older students planned their class schedules to enable them to be home or to 
pick their children up from school. In these instances the parents decided that college 
enrollment could be managed if they minimized childcare expenses. In that planning the 
women balanced the goal of college completion against course selection. 
I always arranged my schedule so that I had classes in the morning when 
[J.] was at school...(enrolled senior) 
... She goes to school until 3 o'clock and I have just kind of been 
managing my classes around those-you know choosing classes that will 
fall into that time, (enrolled junior) 
...I would always be back home to pick them up from school (withdrawn 
junior) 
These parents wanted to be available to their children and scheduling classes to 
accommodate their child's school schedule accomplished that objective. 
Children's Experiences of the University Environment 
All of the women balanced the needs of their children with the demands of 
college enrollment. The young parents with children (one and half to three-year-olds) 
who visited family nearby experienced their child's repeated displeasure during the return 
to campus. Children often complained and cried in the car during the return trip from the 
parent's family home. The children were able to distinguish the attention and care they 
received from the extended family that they perceived as lacking in the college 
environment. 
She knows we're far away and she hates the car ride to [and from the 
parent's family home]. Because she used to fall asleep on the car ride 
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home but now she knows. She's been staying awake. She hates highways, 
(enrolled junior) 
One younger parent viewed campus life as isolating for her child and suggested it 
contributed to her decision to withdraw from school and return to live with family and 
eventually attend a nearby college. 
She didn't like it up there. There was only me and her up there and we 
used to come see my parents on the weekend and when we used to go 
back she used to cry the whole way. I don't want to go. It was only me 
and her-she used to go with me to school-she used to go with me to my 
review sessions. What kind of life is that for a child? (withdrawn, junior) 
Parents described how they stressed to their children that school would enable 
them to have a better life by enhancing the their ability for employment. 
I think he understands the importance of it. I try to stress the importance 
often, that I'm working really hard to get an education so that we can have 
better life, (enrolled senior) 
The parents seem cognizant that their children experienced the hardship of limited 
financial means. Many parents expressed concern that the demands of studying limited 
their availability to their children to engage in activities at home or to adequately prepare 
for festive holiday events. The proximity of finals and papers made preparation for the 
holidays particularly stressful for families. 
I think at times it's been hard because I've had a lot of studying and we 
haven't been as able to spend as much time together I think as he would 
like...(enrolled senior). 
The fall semester is definitely the roughest, where your finals are right up 
until two days before Christmas... ( withdrawn junior) 
Three parents who were meeting the TANF regulation of the 20 hour work 
requirement were particularly overextended because they had the additional burden of 
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fulfilling the work requirement, in addition to managing an academic load of 16 hours, 
childcare and studying for classes. 
I had three jobs. I had two work-study jobs during the week and during the 
nights and during the weekends I worked at Payless. And I had 16 credits, 
((enrolled junior) 
It [TANFs work requirement] made it harder, taking into consideration 
that I was, 1 had 14 credits that semester and 20 hours of working, I had 
almost no time to get my work done. (Withdrawn junior) 
My academics were not, it was too much work, it was very overwhelming. 
I would come home the nights I did have to study because there were time 
I didn’t work too... There were times I left my job, my academics were 
suffering, (withdrawn junior). 
Another parent was no longer receiving cash benefits but was entitled to a daycare 
voucher if she worked. The parent attempted to attend school while complying with the 
work requirement. 
I was so tired living hand to mouth. I just got to the point my rent wasn't 
being paid on time-I just didn't have any money-I got depressed-I wasn't 
sleeping and I couldn't afford to work 40 hours to show them [TANF] yes. 
I'm working in order to get this voucher for daycare, (withdrawn junior) 
The parents who withdrew could not manage to remain in school once they 
reached the TANF time limit or sought to demonstrate work for a daycare voucher. They 
reported that trying to balance work, school and parenting had affected their academic 
performance. The women resolved the stress of this situation by discontinuing school 
until they could obtain the resources to return to school. 
Any student who enrolls in college confronts a number of challenges to college 
completion. As indicated in the persistence literature, students make a transition from the 
homes of their parents to an environment they know to one where they are not known and 
are required to find ways to adapt. Single parent students have the added responsibility of 
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adapting in an environment designed for childless, traditional age, 18-22-year-old 
students. The availability of university daycare and family housing are tremendous 
supports for the non-traditional TANF parent. However, TANF work requirements and 
the two-year time limit for cash benefits challenge the student's ability to remain in 
school. 
The next section will explore the research question: What is the experience of 
current and former TANF recipients at a flagship Northeastern university who have 
attempted to persist in college? The strategies the parents utilized and the resources of 
childcare, housing and financial aid will also be presented. 
Impact of TANF's Work Requirement and Training Programs on College Persistence 
Several parents had other experiences with TANF that shaped their college 
enrollment. The work requirement or enrollment in TANF training programs was 
mandatory for women when they were approaching the two-year time limit. Women who 
wanted to continue to receive cash benefits, food stamps, and health care were required to 
enroll in the training programs or voluntary paid work offered by TANF. 
This section summarizes the responses participants offered when questioned 
about TANF's rules and regulations regarding education, training, and work. I will 
explore how the students complied with the requirements. The parents are confronted 
with conflicting goals. In theory, TANF's objective is that parents become self-sufficient. 
However, it is the parents' view that offering short-term vocational training or limiting 
education to two-year community colleges will not enable them to become financially 
self-sufficient. Equally valuable to these women is the importance of obtaining an 
education in a university with rich course offerings. 
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Seven of the 14 women discussed compliance with the 20-hour work requirement. 
All recipients had to meet this requirement unless they received a special waiver from 
TANF. Two women described their involvement in work and training programs. They 
experienced the training programs as inadequate because they failed to match the aptitude 
of the enrolled students and provided only opportunities that led to low wage 
employment. 
One woman enrolled in TANF's certified nursing assistant program while 
attending college and majoring in nursing. In this instance she was complying with 
TANF's training requirement while completing her goal of obtaining a college degree. 
She describes the advantage she had over the other TANF women enrolled in nursing 
assistant training. 
They [TANF recipients] were dropping out like flies. One, I could read. 
There were people that couldn't even read. ... In nursing you had to be able 
to read like they call it the intake and output ... The course I took was a 
fast paced training program ... and it was more of a college style training 
and these people some of them barely got a GED ... some people had a 
high school diploma but it was years ago and they are trying because 
welfare is shutting them off so they're trying to get trained, (withdrawn 
junior) 
Another student had been on and off welfare while caring for two children. She 
had been in an AFDC job-training program and subsequently was referred for 
employment. When she was laid off, she received time limited TANF benefits. She was 
officially involved in TANF training and job seeking assistance. However, without 
TANF's knowledge she was also enrolled at the university with the plan to complete a 
four-year college program. Her experience is unique for this sample because she had 
received AFDC services prior to the implementation of time limits and could provide an 
overview of TANF as it contrasted with AFDC. 
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It was like you had a lot of pressure on you. You had to get everything 
done that you wanted to do. But you know it's kind of like a double edge 
sword. Some people they become very dependent on it and some people 
they raise their kids on welfare and their grandkids and their grandkids' 
kids but if somebody is trying to pursue a career and has career goals 
and they're really admirable goals they should be able to do that and treat 
them a little differently give them more consideration. I didn’t like the fact 
that you couldn’t go into a program longer than two years. They kind of 
ike treated worse and they didn’t really give you any consideration like it 
was completely taboo to go into a four year program because they're 
basically saying look we don’t want you educated. You're not going to o0 
to school for free off of us. But if you go into a two-year program we'll 
give you this and we'll give you that. If you go into this nine-month 
program ... we 11 provide you a voucher for daycare and we'll provide you 
with a bus pass and we'll provide you with transportation for your kids and 
whenever you do get a job whatever company that hires you we'll slam 
them a little tax break. We'll just assist them with a little more funding so 
that you can find you a job. We're gonna grease everybody's palms 
around but basically you can't get the type of education you want because 
it just won't work for us. (withdrawn junior) 
Both of these women highlight the limitations of the training programs. In one 
instance the recipients' inadequate education means that the training program will not 
enable the women to become self-sufficient. The mismatch between their educational 
level and the available training program has serious implications for achieving self- 
sufficiency. The time limit places pressure on both the client and TANF to adhere to the 
regulations even if the services offered are ill suited to the parents' aptitude. The second 
description reveals how AFDC/TANF provides an economic payoff to employers, 
training businesses and a wide array of service providers while still underserving the 
single parents. In both instances parents lack the authority to challenge the service 
delivered and must simply comply or risk losing benefits. 
Compliance with TANF 
Compliance is different for single parents and couples. This section will 
offer illustrations of the TANF work requirement as applied to couples and single 
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parents. A former TANF recipient described the impact of the work requirement 
on her family. The recipient was pregnant and resided with her boyfriend and 
their small child. In order for the family to receive TANF benefits, the children's 
father was required to work twenty hours. Here is the recipient's reflection on the 
Welfare-to-Work program. 
He had to work and find a job so; first of all we're getting all these 
ridiculous newsletters. . Especially this one, this newsletter about let's get 
to work. Welfare to Work. This one newsletter was like congratulations to 
such and such; he makes $8 an hour. Great. I'm like are they serious $ 8 an 
hour is it. (enrolled senior) 
... Who ever works in the house has to give them all these paper work 
every month... Your benefits change depending on how much money you 
make. So if you make $1 above whatever line they use, poverty line, they 
take off all this stuff [food stamps, cash benefits] ... It was like a roller 
coaster ride. You know, I couldn’t handle it and when I came back (the 
end of her sophomore year) to school and I got my financial aid. I was just 
like, let me get off of here (TANF) (enrolled junior) 
A currently enrolled student and her ailing husband were required to conform to the 
regulations in order to obtain assistance. She described the impact of these requirements 
on her marriage. 
They wanted both of us to comply with 20or more hours. But I was in 
college and I was 18 credits with the three jobs. Then I need to really 
concentrate on my studies and my ex-husband couldn’t work for months 
because he had a brain tumor operation and then I needed to do the job. 
The whole thing plus go to school. At some point I was like wow, you 
either go to work or something was gonna happen when we get off welfare 
because I really want to study with school. That's when I started having 
problems with him because he really didn’t want to help. 
So basically it changed when I divorced him because he really didn’t 
want to work. I was like no way I can do this myself if I'm doing it right 
now I can do it myself So I ended up one work-study and one Payless job. 
(enrolled junior) 
TANF supports couples experiencing economic difficulty. However, the 
implication for the long-term economic health of couples is questionable when the goals 
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are limited to simply having someone in the family working. The development of skills 
that would permit them to provide long term care for their families seems absent. In these 
examples the couples had the external pressure to comply with the regulations while 
trying to maintain a balanced relationship. Evidence that the couples' experience added 
stress is reflected in the comments of both women. 
The following description will provide the single parents experiences of 
compliance with TANF. Many of the students expressed frustration that attendance at a 
four year college could not become a substitute for the TANF work requirement. As a 
consequence of enrolling in a four-year college, women were not given daycare 
assistance and this created an economic hardship if the children were below school age. 
They felt that the law's emphasis on training programs and community colleges limited 
them to low wage employment. They were dismayed that the legislation was punitive 
toward low-income women and precluded them from maximizing their human capital. 
I think it's a raw deal. I really feel sorry for people who don't have a 
college education ... or even any kind of work experience because when 
they get jobs really, it gonna be really bad. I mean, the training, they offer 
people and the jobs they can enter are not jobs that are going to take care 
of these families. They're remedial jobs, (withdrawn junior) 
Another woman described her frustration at returning to college after having been 
on TANF for a brief period during her pregnancy. She was advised to go to a community 
college if she wanted daycare assistance. 
I couldn’t get daycare because I was enrolled in a four-year school. Well 
guess what, what they said to me was because I wasn’t in school when I 
first applied for AFDC I couldn’t get grandfathered into the program. ... 
and the only way they would be willing to pay for me to get a daycare 
voucher was if I was enrolled into a two-year school. Considering the fact 
I had junior status enrolling into a two-year school is not to my advantage. 
So you want me to start from ground zero when I'm already on the third 
floor. And all I need to do is get to the fourth... (withdrawn junior) 
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This student decided to work twenty hours to receive a daycare voucher. The 
inability to balance work study, parenting and school led to her withdrawal from school. 
I needed to get recertified (for daycare) that January and I was so tired of 
living hand to mouth. I just got to the point my rent wasn’t being paid on 
time. I just didn t have any money I just got depressed. I wasn’t sleeping 
and I couldn t afford to work 40 hours a week to show them that yes I'm 
working in order to get this voucher for daycare.... So I just got to the 
point I just said forget it. I just could not do it anymore. I just, I came back 
to Jackson (her home)...and then I went back to work, (withdrawn 
junior) 
A student with two children describes her frustration with the inflexibility of the 
work requirement. She sought to balance the work requirement with a demanding science 
major schedule and parenting. TANF would not consider the time committed to studying 
for the classes as a substitution for the work requirement. This parent was ultimately able 
to identify work with a faculty member as community service. In this way, she did 
comply with TANF but the twenty hours made balancing family and school very 
difficult. She describes her experience with the work requirement rule in this way: 
That it didn’t matter that I was in school - that they didn’t count that. If I 
had done their training programs to become a secretary or whatever - then 
they would have counted that. But because I was refusing to do that and 
choosing instead to waste my time here getting a bachelor’s degree, that 
would not count towards the work requirement. So the school time didn’t 
count, the lab time didn’t count - none of it counted. In addition I had to 
work 20 hours a week - either paid or volunteer, (withdrawn junior) 
The student/parents' commitment to higher education is evident by the 
tremendous effort they make to balance childcare, relationships, college enrollment and 
compliance with the requirements of TANF. However, some parents had difficulty 
maintaining that rigorous schedule when children were below school age or there was 
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more than one child. Those parents did not always succeed. Several withdrew from 
school and went to obtain full employment. 
The parents adopted multiple strategies to respond to the TANFs work 
requirements. A summary of strategies is shown in table 2. 
Table 2. Summary of Strategies to Meet TANP Work Requirement 
Parents used multiple strategies to comply with the Work requirement 
Strategy Number Student Status 
Grandfathered (work req. waived) 2 1 enrolled 1 withdrew 
Community Service on-campus 1 1 withdrew 
Full TANF benefits have not met 
deadline 
2 2 enrolled 
TANF job training 2 1 enrolled 1 withdrew 
Work job search after training 2 1 enrolled 1 withdrew 
Work after training & job search 1 1 withdrew 
Frequently, these women used one or more of these strategies. For example, 
several women withdrew from the university when they arrived at the work limit. As 
shown in Table 2, prior to the arriving at the time limit one woman did on campus 
volunteer community work to comply with the 20-hour work requirement limit. Two 
women enrolled and graduated from Certified Nursing Assistant Training, and worked 
part-time while enrolled in university classes. 
However, women used different strategies to deal with the time limit as shown in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Summary of Strategies to meet TANF Time Limits 
Number Student Status 
Voluntarily withdrew from TANF 5 2 enrolled 3withdrew 
Reached Time Limit 4 3 enrolled 1 withdrew 
Identified Alternative income sources 2 2 enrolled 
Work in summer (temporary TANF 
withdrawal) 
2 1 enrolled 1 withdrew 
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Several women voluntarily withdrew from TANF and sought alternative income. 
In two instances women were able to obtain child support payments. Three women had 
not arrived at the time limit during my interview. Two reported that to extend the period 
of time when they would receive the benefits, they would work and maybe enroll in 
classes during the summers, and close their cases to "bank their time" and return to 
TANF when school resumed. 
A summary of the strategies is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Women used 
multiple strategies to remain enrolled in school. The parents used these strategies before 
and after they reached the time limit or were required to comply with the work 
requirement. The women used multiple strategies that were indicative of the complexity 
of their response to TANF. However, for the purposes of this study, Table 2 and 3 
highlighted the strategies they used to survive the TANF reform and persist in college 
despite how difficult it was for them. 
TANF Workers as Deterrents or Resources Aiding College Persistence 
Parents direct encounters with TANF regulations were mediated by the TANF 
workers. The TANF workers were ultimately responsible for assuring that the recipients 
complied with rules and regulations. The meeting between the workers and clients often 
resulted in parents feeling resentment. The resentment was directed at TANF's lack of 
support for their plans to obtain upward mobility through education. As a result, the 
interchange between clients and TANF workers revealed as much about the recipient's 
perception as the worker's views and attitude toward TANF recipients. The parents 
seemed burdened by society's belief that welfare women cheat the system. 
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In their interview, the parents took every opportunity to disavow that they were 
like the stereotypical welfare parent who was uneducated, unmotivated and indifferent to 
dependence on welfare. Consequently, the parents report that workers often appeared to 
be disrespectful, hostile, and contemptuous. The parents reacted to the workers' attempt 
to challenge their right to TANF benefits while treating them with contempt or 
humiliating them. 
... I often feel like they just keep putting these hurdles in the way. Making 
it harder rather than really supporting. It's almost like they don't trust you. 
Oh you're in school huh, yeah all right. When you gonna finish? What are 
you studying? Like you're just making it up just to get over on them. No, 
I'm just trying to get more from the state. I like living on $ 500 a month. 
Give me a break. There's just that sort of distrust, (enrolled junior) 
... You feel like you are being treated as a criminal or you have done 
something wrong-, or that you are stupid, like if you are poor, then you are 
uneducated-they are supporting that stereotype-that if you are poor you are 
stupid or uneducated or you are ignorant. I just want to say "you know 
what I am poor-I am not stupid. Actually pretty intelligent..." 
She (the TANF worker) told me to go get a job. I was like I am going to 
school... I could not believe that she was telling me not to go to school ... 
welfare is not going to help you, they are not going to help you with child 
care and this and that-to get your bachelor's. We will only help you to get 
your associates-I thought it was her [the TANF worker] own opinion. 
Yeah. But I didn't feel like it was-she was maybe an exception-I felt like 
this was-you know-she's representing the organization so of course-I felt 
this is like how they feel here, (enrolled junior) 
In this instance, it appears as if the parent is subjected to the worker's discretion about 
providing information about resources and the application of TANF's rules. 
It was the most degrading experience of my life. I think that up until the 
woman (TANF worker) realized I was a college student and that I was 
going back to college she spoke to me as if I was just some person who 
didn't care about who I was. You know what I wanted out of life you 
know I just ... it was so degrading. Just, I feel that if you're asking for 
help. I mean I was asking for help, that was it. I was just asking for help. It 
wasn't... I've always had a job. I have always worked. Even now I have 
two jobs. I believe in working for what-if I want something I gonna work 
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for it because I want it. I want what I want. But I just felt that it was just so 
degrading, (withdrawn junior) 
Some parents experienced workers as supportive of their choice to complete 
college. This seemed to be particularly true when parents intimated that their choices 
contrasted with those of most TANF parents. 
My (TANF) worker was very cool. She loved the fact that I was in school 
and really helped um really wanted me to stay in school. So I was very 
fortunate. But as far as the policies so you know even she complained 
about them saying this was ridiculous. You know she just thought it was 
really sad there was no help for students. She felt bad about welfare 
reform she's very sympathetic to the students she had in her as far as her 
cases went. She had been a single parent herself at one point She had an 
older daughter that was in school. So she was I was really fortunate to 
have her. (enrolled senior) 
I don’t think I came in there with I want to be on welfare forever. I mean I 
was just doing it as a means to support me to where I want to go. So she 
(TANF worker) was OK about it. She wasn’t like you can't do this you 
can't do that, (enrolled junior) 
Some workers were less rigid in applying TANF rules. In other instances, the 
TANF worker is seen as one student's adversary when she describes the limitation of 
benefits provided for recipients who are enrolled in four-year colleges. 
I once had a worker who really got me mad. She said to me, taxpayers are 
not going to pay for you to go to a four-year college. I didn’t say anything 
to her. But it just really upset me. They want you to go to these training 
programs or like a certificate. Nowadays that's not going to get you 
anywhere. You may get a job and get fired. At least you have a degree. 
Nowadays everyone is getting a higher and higher degree. Associates 
degree didn’t seem like it would be enough. I could go out and find a job 
that pays better than an associates do, that's why I continue to get my 
bachelors, (enrolled junior) 
One student had grown up in Europe and returned to the United States as an adult. 
She held the view that there was no stigma associated with receiving public assistance. 
Consequently, she had no knowledge of the stereotypes that associated welfare recipients 
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as cheats, lazy and unworthy of benefits. She reports that classmates, strangers and the 
TANF workers seemed prejudiced toward her. 
It has been kind of humiliating and I know that it shouldn’t be. I really 
know that it shouldn’t be humiliating. But because of the stigma around it 
- because of what other people think and I know I shouldn’t give a damn 
about what people think. But that is the overwhelming thing. And I didn’t 
feel that when I first came here. I didn’t feel humiliated by it - it has 
grown on me through the years. Just even in college classes. I took a 
woman’s studies course and they were talking about the impact of welfare 
reform and every thing. Whenever people talk about welfare it is like 
nobody here is on welfare. Like it is this terrible, terrible thing and I 
didn’t think it was terrible when I came. I just thought I am single parent- 
it is one of the biggest jobs that you can ever do — I needed assistance and 
thank you and I am taking it. But I just have been getting this really weird 
kind of feeling — even when I am shopping and I use food stamps — people 
behind will see that I am using it and they will sigh when you are putting 
your card through and I am getting funny looks. I will get looks from the 
cashier - they will say credit card and I will say no. And it is like oh OK - 
this weird kind of thing like I said it is really sad because I didn’t feel 
embarrassed when I first started using it, now I do. I hate going up to the 
welfare office to meet with my worker, because I always think she thinks I 
am trying to scam her. I am trying to do something. I feel like - they 
want to check your bank account - they want to do this - they want to 
check your car - what year is it - what make is it - any bit of extra money 
that might be coming in at all, they have to check it and I just feel like she 
thinks I am lying about things. I get it - I feel like I am being interrogated 
when she is filling something in and she is asking me well - where did this 
money come from - where did that money come from - and it is 
scholarships or loans that I have gotten. I just feel like every time I go in 
there that I am under scrutiny. And I go oh shit my benefits are going to 
be stopped or I'm gonna be or you know - I’m scamming and I'm doing 
something bad - kind of like not a nice feeling. And I do feel that I have 
to ask her about certain things that I might be entitled to. I feel that the 
information isn’t forthcoming. She isn’t like well - it is like I feel as 
though their job is to inform as little as possible about stuff that you might 
be entitled to - rather than the opposite, (enrolled junior) 
During the description of this recertification process for TANF benefits, the 
negative public perception of welfare is reported to affect the interface between the 
parent and worker. The parent feels the process questions her integrity and her right to 
move toward self-sufficiency. An inherent issue is that parents' self determination 
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conflicts with the view that welfare recipients are not entitled to control their choices if 
they are receiving public monies. This conflict in perceptions about self-determination 
between the parent and the TANF worker was an ongoing concern for the parents. 
The issue for the worker is that the choice of college by the parents magnifies the 
hypocrisy of TANF. While the stated goal is self-sufficiency, the reality is far from that 
objective. According to students, some workers concur with the parents' assessment and 
seek to support them. Other workers reinforce compliance with the regulations while 
ignoring the parents' criticism. Parents and workers find themselves in an untenable 
situation. Neither group is in a position to change the rules that govern the requirements 
for benefits. As a result the dialogue between them can result in a sense that they either 
share an understanding of their powerlessness or heighten tensions because the worker 
does have some power by virtue of her role. 
In all of the parents' reflections the overriding concern is that TANF purports to 
provide opportunity for economic self-sufficiency when in fact its regulation limit 
success. The women are sensitive to the significant stigma of being a welfare recipient. 
They reject those negative stereotypes and from time to time challenge those TANF 
workers and other individuals who maintain those perceptions. In some instances, they 
choose not to challenge those views but when they do not, in private they disclaim any 
identification with those views. These women see themselves as availing themselves of 
services they have a legitimate right to receive. They have decided that education is 
valuable and important for them and their children. As a result, they endure the 
stereotypes associated with welfare receipt and use the benefits they are entitled to until 
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they are no longer eligible. However, they are not silent about their concerns that the 
benefits fail to support self-sufficiency for women. 
The parents in the study were willing to endure the stereotypes and the demeaning 
experiences of TANF because they had a goal of improving the lives of their children. 
They viewed TANF as enabling them to become economically self-sufficient. This is 
how a parent reflected on her experience. 
... I don't think I would have gotten as far in my education if it hadn't been 
for welfare in the beginning ... just because I was eligible being on 
welfare I was eligible for programs like Title XX getting the free 
childcare. I was able to go full time. Got that monthly check that helped 
foot the bills. In the beginning being on the welfare out here really helped 
propel my education I think. Just because it's so hard to work and go to the 
school at the same time and then if you're working you're making an 
income you're not getting the financial aid. It's a catch 22. So I think in 
that aspect it helped, (enrolled senior) 
The financial assistance that the parent describes is the reason that TANF is 
legislated to limit funding for college. The designers of the TANF program did not want 
it to be a program that would advance poor single parent women, at the expense of 
taxpayers whose own children may have to work part-time jobs in order to complete 
college. It is seen as unfair that single parents who reject some of the conservative 
society's moral beliefs in marriage and family should be able to obtain benefits without 
adhering to society's code of ethics. However, the parents suggest that without society's 
support they will be incapable of adequately supporting themselves beyond the poverty 
level. These two views will need to be reconciled if single parents are to develop children 
who can fully participate in society's future 
As TANF is currently structured, each state has the flexibility to determine 
criteria for exempting parents from the work requirement. In the state in which this study 
was conducted, exemption from the work requirement is determined specifically by the 
child's school age. Consequently, if new parents immediately enroll in a community 
college or a four-year college they can use the cash and in-kind benefits (food stamps, 
medical care, and daycare) assistance to support them while in school. The benefits can 
enable them to attend the first two years without meeting the requirement to participate in 
a work activity. However, when they meet the two-year limits, they are required to meet 
the work requirement in order to continue to receive benefits. Although parents enrolled 
in a community college minimized some of their educational expenses while receiving 
assistance from TANF, the loan debt parents assumed once they enrolled in the four-year 
college ranged from $ 10,000 to $ 30,000. In those instances where students did not 
complete college, they faced the loan debt as a single parent without the ability to earn 
the income to repay the loan. In the next section the description of childcare, housing and 
financial aid will demonstrate how these services were critical to the parents' persistence 
at the university. 
Childcare 
An important component in any single parent's success in college is the ability to 
have childcare that is accessible and affordable and provides a sound educational 
experience for the children. More than half of the women interviewed had children 
slightly over two years of age when they enrolled in the university. Only two of those 
parents had husbands or partners living in the home. All of the other parents relied on 
daycare services, public school enrollment or themselves for their children's childcare 
needs. TANF's policy of denying daycare to parents who were enrolled in four-year 
colleges proved to be an additional challenge for the parents. Parents were often critical 
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of the TANF policy that denies daycare payment for college enrollment. Parents' 
investment in their own education extended to their concern that their children obtain 
quality education. However, childcare needs for school-age children did not require 
dependence on TANF vouchers for daycare. Most parents of school-age children tended 
to take classes that coincided with their child's school hours. 
All parents were asked about their childcare needs and how they paid for the 
service. There were five parents with school-aged children who also arranged for 
attendance in after-school programs. The after-school programs had a sliding fee scale 
for low-income parents, which made them affordable. These parents eliminated a major 
expense because their children were in school at least 35 hours per week. 
Parents with pre-school age children faced considerable challenges in attempting 
to locate daycare services in the university area. They had to apply for low-income 
funded daycare. They sought funding because TANF did not provide funded daycare for 
parents who enrolled in four-year colleges. Many, new to the area, were not 
knowledgeable about resources in the university area. 
The parents competed for limited daycare services with women who worked at 
the university and wanted services near work rather than near their residences. 
Attempting to locate daycare in an area with limited daycare providers posed a 
challenge. Daycare availability was further hampered by state childcare regulations that 
only certified homeowners as childcare providers. In addition, the state stipulated a child 
to provider ratio of 6 to 1 for children 15 months or older and 3 to 1 for infants. 
Consequently, the need for infant childcare exceeded available providers. 
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The on-campus daycare center had 26 slots subsidized by the state's Office of 
ChildCare Services for low-income parents. In many instances new parents reported 
being unaware of its existence. Moreover, the limited availability of low-income slots (26 
slots) made childcare problematic for newly enrolled parents without family supports. 
When slots were not available daycare was costly. Consider the issues these parents 
experienced: 
I ended up having to put him in daycare in [Brill] I had to drive 10 miles every 
morning to my son's school and ten miles in the afternoon to go and get him ... 
They helped find a scholarship for him so I wouldn’t have to pay the full 
amount...I didn't have a voucher (TANF daycare) for him and couldn’t afford 
to pay the $ 600 a month, (withdrawn junior) 
I had to pay. I didn’t know of commuter services where they pay half. I 
didn't know that so I was paying $157 per week for daycare. Driving a 
half-hour to drop her off and a half-hour to get back. Two hours a day 
just to drive to Brill and back, (enrolled junior) 
The daycare was great. At first I started paying $290 a month and then it went 
to zero-I didn’t have to pay anything which was great. Oh, that way, only half, 
they wanted me to pay $600. That is why I couldn't put S in because that was 
the only slot that was open, (withdrawn junior) 
The parents of children under five years of age also experienced a number of 
difficulties when arranging daycare the first semester at the university. For many the 
inability to find affordable and accessible daycare services was a serious problem that 
was disruptive to their adjustment to campus life. If they did not know of the on-campus 
daycare or could not get their child enrolled, their children remained with their families, 
several hours driving distance from the campus. 
My daughter was one and a half years old but I couldn't find daycare for 
her she was on the waiting list. So my mom kept her for like two months 
while I was up there, so I was going over there (home) and then driving 
every weekend to see her on the weekends, (withdrawn junior) 
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Another woman, who had voluntarily withdrawn from TANF when she received 
child support, discussed advocating for a daycare placement for her 15-month-old child 
by daily calls to the university daycare service. This finally resulted in her obtaining the 
needed childcare services during her first semester at the university 
Another student expressed concern and dismay that services appeared to be 
designed to accommodate faculty, staff and graduate students with little concern for 
undergraduates: 
It's not a focus for them to give family housing to undergraduate 
students. It's mainly for graduate students and faculty and staff. That's 
number one and it’s the same thing with childcare. There are a limited 
number of seats and the priority is not again for undergraduates. 
(withdrawn junior) 
This parent observes that daycare and housing services are currently not responsive to the 
economic needs of single parent families but are designed to meet the needs of the 
traditional two-parent family. The availability of daycare and housing services, while 
limited at the university, is available to all that apply. These services do enhance the 
opportunity for any low-income parent to attend the universities. It is most impressive 
that these services are available, as they are not offered at many universities. 
In another instance a parent withdrew from the TANF daycare voucher system 
because she found it costly. TANF had waived the normal requirements for this parent. 
As a result she was approved to complete four years of college while receiving daycare 
payments. Each semester she had to undergo the TANF approval process for daycare. 
However, because of delays she often confronted the responsibility to pay retroactive 
daycare expenses. She withdrew from TANF and applied and received Title XX for 
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daycare. Title XX provides federal monies that are disbursed to daycare centers to offer 
subsidies to low-income parents for daycare. 
It (Title XX) worked out much better than the voucher (TANF) because it was 
a lot of semesters I had to come out of my pocket because with the voucher 
you had to prove that there was a six hour time span (of classes). And the way 
I would do my classes they were all in the morning so I could work and come 
home in the afternoon, (enrolled senior) 
This woman sought to develop flexibility in her schedule that the structure and 
requirements of TANF did not permit. Eventually she said TANF changed its procedure 
to be more flexible. Flowever, by that time she had withdrawn from the TANF daycare 
voucher system to avoid the mounting retroactive daycare fees. 
Other women had to seek other types of childcare services that did not involve 
childcare subsidies from TANF or Title XX. 
And I also found out a week and half after classes started for me-Head Start for 
my daughter and I found out the day she started that it was only half-day so I 
ended up having to drop some classes and rearrange my whole school 
schedule, (withdrawn junior) 
When childcare is not available to accommodate single parents, college 
attendance is jeopardized. Low-income women do not have flexibility when 
financial resources are unavailable for childcare. If they are recipients of TANF 
and opt to enroll in a four-year program, daycare is not subsidized, as it would be 
if they were enrolled in a community college. 
Persistence is jeopardized for the parents when they are unable to obtain 
daycare. When parents do not have adequate childcare resources, college 
enrollment is not a viable option. In instances where daycare is some distance 
from campus or grandparents are caring for children, parents' academic 
integration in the college environment was reported to be negatively impacted. 
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The parents report that these situations deprive them of the time needed for the 
academic requirements of college. Parents express frustration with the daycare 
TANF daycare policy that fails to assist them in succeeding in college. This is 
especially true for women on TANF who are required to work when their children 
reach the age of two. This external obstacle to persistence is an issue that the 
students seem to challenge by attempting to locate resources on and off campus 
that would enable college completion. 
Housing 
Eleven parents lived in the university's family housing at some time during their 
enrollment. All the parents felt that affordable and well-maintained housing was 
important. However, they thought that the university's family housing was insufficient for 
single families because it was expensive with annual rent increases. While this is true for 
all students living near universities, single parents are particularly impacted. All of the 
parents used their financial aid to supplement their living expenses (i.e. housing, 
childcare), in addition to paying for tuition, and fees. The cost of housing surpassed their 
monthly AFDC/TANF allocation by at least $ 5 per month. All the parents with the 
exception of one who lived with her two children at her mother's home had the economic 
stress of paying for housing. Three women located subsidized housing in the community 
and reduced their rents by more than half. Parents who obtained university family 
housing described their experiences. 
I lived there (family housing) for two years. It was expensive but less 
expensive than living off campus because the utilities were included. 
(enrolled senior) 
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Family housing ... which was like $500 dollars a month for a one 
bedroom dumpy apartment. I had a really hard time meeting that and then 
I lucked up getting this apartment (subsidized), (enrolled junior) 
1 really didn’t like family housing it was expensive and it was small. It 
was convenient because they take it out of my financial aid loan and 
everything. But it still was expensive-I only had one bedroom there. 
(enrolled junior) 
Parents expressed an array of concerns about family housing including that it was 
difficult to obtain. They felt that it was only their repeated pressure on the housing office 
or knowing someone that enabled them to acquire housing. Many other parents said the 
service was not well advertised and they only became aware of it through other students. 
Parents considered their link with the university problematic because if rent was not paid 
on time, students faced an administrative withdrawal from school. 
It's administrative withdrawal, if you don’t pay your rent on time. It's like going 
through an eviction process, except that the eviction happens at the same time as 
the administrative withdrawal, (enrolled junior) 
It's basically because I knew people that were in the position to look out 
for me and get the apartment (in family housing). They don't really care. 
It's not a focus for them to give family housing to undergraduate students, 
it's mainly for graduate students and faculty and staff, (withdrawn junior) 
Actually I had a hard time just trying to get an apartment. I was on the 
waiting list. There was a long waiting list ... so when I first came here 
from ... I was in a hotel. And I kept going back and forth to ... family 
housing and telling them that "look we're in a hotel and my money is 
running dry and is there any place I can live." (enrolled senior) 
Affordable and accessible housing for single parents is an important element in 
supporting their efforts to attend college. One of the values of the on-campus family 
housing environment is that it also provides an opportunity for parents to join the 
university community of parent students. As a consequence, this environment probably 
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contributes to a reduction of the social isolation they confront in an environment where as 
non-traditional students with children, they are in the minority. 
Financial Aid 
Parents were in some instances receiving a monthly cash allowance from TANF 
$434 for a family of two, or $486 for a family of three from TANF. However, in all 
instances the parents' grants and loans tended to supplement the cost of daycare and 
housing, in addition to the payment of tuition and fees during college enrollment. Parents 
were questioned about how the financial aid met their needs. Most parents seemed aware 
that their status as independent students permitted them greater opportunity to acquire 
loans than dependent students. Many parents appealed their initial awards and found that 
if the living expenses were included they were eligible for more loans. While expressing 
trepidation about incurring additional loans, the additional money was viewed as 
alleviating the stress of having insufficient income for monthly expenses. They were, 
however, willing to incur the debt because it enabled them to meet their obligations as 
parents while they attended school. 
Parent Recommendations for TANF and the University 
Many of the women formulated recommendations for TANF and for the 
university that they considered important for enhancing the educational opportunity for 
single parents. All of the women believed that TANF should support women to complete 
college if they have the aptitude. They considered their enrollment in TANF a temporary 
status. TANF from their perspective was a means to accomplish the objective of 
completing college. Although the TANF program objective was to quickly move women 
into the workforce, the women were opposed to this goal. They did not envision ever 
returning to welfare once they acquired a college degree. They assumed that with a 
college degree they could obtain employment and remain economically self-sufficient. 
Their recommendations to TANF reflect the desire to obtain support for the goal of 
completing college. The women's comments evidence how goal directed they were. The 
parents criticized TANF for establishing goals that were inconsistent with what was 
needed for women to realistically compete in the labor market. The parents were adamant 
that if they followed TANF's training and education goals they would be placing 
themselves at an economic disadvantage for the care of their children. The 
recommendations are consistent with what the parents consider would be advantageous to 
college completion. 
Do they really expect a single parent to get by on $ 8 a hour.. .1 think that 
education is the only way, it might not be the only way out of poverty but 
it will certainly get you to that point where you have more access ... to a 
better job. (enrolled senior) 
I think they should continue benefits until people get through college, or 
longer if they want to go to medical school-whatever. 
(enrolled junior) 
Childcare that would be the most important one. Affordable housing. 
(enrolled junior) 
If parents want to finish their four-year degree they should be given all the 
resources they need to do that. To live without all the stress. I would, 
encourage a cost of living increase... a realistic index., of what it really 
cost to live.. .No one can live at the poverty level.. that is what people 
should be getting, (withdrawn junior) 
The women question the economic limitations they confront and suggest that 
TANF provide childcare, medical care and cash benefits to assist with the parents' college 
completion. The parents know that when they obtain employment that they will become 
taxpayers. 
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In my case, I only have six months left. The lady said the taxpayers won't 
pay. Well I'm gonna be a taxpayer ... I'll be paying them back. Not literally 
but I just don t understand ... I feel you help me these next four months 
you get to stamp my folder never get welfare again in life, I should not 
need it. . If I lose a job, I'll be more than capable and able to get another 
one because I have the degree. (enrolled junior) 
Several parents describe TANF's failure to offer services that individualize the 
needs of recipients. They viewed TANF as failing to provide services based on the 
distinct differences in the aptitude and abilities of the recipients. They consider this to be 
a major limitation of TANF. 
Everything is at too low of a level-like they don't individualize things ... 
you get this much, we'll help you with this training, pay for, get a daycare 
voucher for a two year college but not for a four year college and they are 
not trying to help people...on a one to one basis, (enrolled junior) 
... have welfare for students, to allow extensions. If you are working on a 
degree and you're getting the grades...I think you should get help from the 
state... allow women to still receive welfare ... food stamps, childcare. 
(enrolled junior) 
I think that if a parent wants to finish their four-year degree, they should 
be given all the resources they need to do that. To live without all the 
stress. ( withdrawn junior) 
The inability of TANF to be flexible with the parents contributed to the 
withdrawal of some parents. Parents found it difficult to conform to the work requirement 
when it conflicted with their educational objectives. In one instance, the parent was 
determined to be ineligible for the grandfathering into TANF and was advised she would 
only receive childcare if she agreed to the work requirement. She eventually withdrew 
from school because she could not balance the work requirement, economic stresses, 
school and parenting. 
If I'm doing well or I am on a path in life, help me along that path. Help 
me at least to finish the goal I'm setting out. If I am in college at least 
work with me so that I can finish college so that I can be a productive 
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member of society... I don't feel that as somebody in college I should be 
held to the same rules as somebody who is just graduating from high 
school or somebody who is a high school drop out. We have different 
needs. I m not saying that I am better but to turn around and tell me you 
need to go to a training program for twenty hours a week that is not for 
me. That is not going to help me be on the track I need to be on. 
(withdrawn junior,) 
Several women considered that the twenty-hour work requirement s should be 
reduced or eliminated as it impinged on their effectiveness as student parents. 
Forget the twenty hour work requirement ... too much ... ten. Maybe 
they should be supporting single parents who are going to school. They 
should be supporting them in every way they can. ( enrolled junior). 
Well, I think they should give people credit for going to college. I don't 
think we should be required to work the twenty-hour a week, 
(withdrawn junior) 
Recommendations to the University 
The parents' recommendations to the university reflect their perception that the 
university's current services to traditional 18 to 22-year old students fail to address the 
unique needs of single parents. Some of the parents identified these services when they 
met with university administrators. The parents stated that a range of supportive services 
should be instituted. At least two respondents suggested that an office be established to 
service parent/students. Many others identified the need for assistance with financial aid, 
the expansion of affordable housing, tutoring services, support groups for parents, and 
flexible class scheduling. Here are their comments: 
An office for student parents ... I think the university administration needs 
to do more. Financial help for students parents whether it be scholarships 
or some sort of work ... a job situation that is flexible with their schedules, 
more flexible classes (enrolled senior) 
An office ... [that] gives activities for their kids and the parents to 
participate in. They (university should) give all the help and resources, and 
let you (parent) know where to go (enrolled junior) 
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I think that the university should have subsidized housing for single 
parents and parents in general. It should first go to single parents because 
there is not another person that can go out and work. 
(enrolled junior) 
Extended hours for daycare, for people who need to take evening classes. 
(enrolled junior) 
Support programs where I can go meet and leave my child in the other 
room and study. Computers.. advisors. ( enrolled junior) 
The parents voiced concern that the entire university community including 
advisors, faculty and students needed to become aware that they attended the university. 
Some kind of advising. I think it would be helpful for advisors to have 
some kind of understanding of single parent students... this person has 
another full set of responsibilities besides just being a student, (withdrawn 
junior) 
Definitely tutoring, an advocate when you need to speak, when you 
encounter problems with your professors.... I don't think there is a voice. 
Especially student parents who have been affected by welfare. A lot of 
them are dropping out. (enrolled senior) 
The parents were keenly aware that the university as it was currently structured often did 
not accommodate their needs. Classes during the evening, the dual demands of each role 
placed the student parents at a disadvantage they were not prepared to assume. The 
parents did not think their requests were unreasonable because they saw that they had a 
right to a university education. Some of the parents who were part of the single parents 
group modeled their request for services as a part of the university needing to respond to 
the special needs of a under-represented group. They saw the proposed services as having 
the potential to enhance the enrollment of single parents into the university. 
Similarly, they considered that TANF should be designed to treat them as 
individuals with distinct needs and abilities. 
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Consequently, the limitations that TANF imposed on them with the limited 
services and benefits were considered to impinge upon their and other single parents' 
realistic needs. The recommendations to TANF and the university reflect the parent's 
view that they are entitled to receive services that respond to the economic limitations 
that parenting imposes on the goal to obtain an education and move toward economic self 
sufficiency. The parents took exception to any institutional constraints or policy that 
would limit their opportunities for advancement. In the discussion chapter there will be 
an in-depth examination of the psychological and sociological factors that parents used to 
persist. 
In the next section, we will examine what previous academic experiences 
contributed to parents' long-standing commitment to education. Choices of majors and 
enrollment in community colleges will be described. Finally a review of supports that 
contribute to the students' persistence at community college and in a four-year college 
will be presented. The students' supports include family, friends, classmates, faculty, and 
administrators, student organizations and student services. The kinds of psychological 
and sociological factors students make use of to persist in college is explored. 
Choice of Majors and College Persistence 
Twelve of the women entered college with a definite major. Eight of the parents 
had prior work experience. Some of the students stated they chose majors out of interest 
they developed while working. Seven of the women were initially science majors in 
physical therapy, nursing, engineering, marine biology, and pre-veterinary fields. One 
remained enrolled as a science major. However, three of these parents changed majors to 
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the social sciences and remained enrolled in school, while three parents who were science 
majors withdrew from the university. 
All seven science majors expressed difficulty with the scheduling demands 
required in their programs. The three science majors, (nursing, veterinary medicine, 
engineering) who withdrew stated that the demands of labs, study groups, and extensive 
demands of time to study competed with their role as parents, resulting in failing grades. 
As a consequence, the three women withdrew indicating they would return to college 
once they could structure their lives in a way to balance parenting with the academic 
schedule. In one instance, among that group, pregnancy made it impossible for the 
student to attend labs because they posed a health hazard to her. Here are the students' 
reflections on their majors and academic experiences. 
... You go to school, then you go to class,-you go to labs, you go home, 
you do your homework. You fall asleep, you wake up, and you finish your 
homework. It doesn't end and especially if you're a single parent it is twice 
as hard (withdrawn junior) 
When you go to a university you're a number and the nursing program has 
had a history, they have a reputation of not being a good support network 
for students. I've never seen my advisor, I can tell you that much. 
(withdrawn junior) 
I really like the courses (Women's Studies). I really liked health care and I 
had put a lot of energy into the nursing program so I didn't want to just let 
it go. So I majored in Women Studies with a health care law focus. 
(enrolled senior) 
I came in as engineering major, and I'm sociology now. (enrolled senior) 
No, it was physical therapy for a semester ... I did really good in my 
accounting (classes) and it came easy to me. I really enjoy it. (enrolled 
junior) 
I've had a great academic experience here. I've done really well, (enrolled 
senior) 
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College has been a very expanding learning experience. I’m still learning, 
(enrolled senior) 
The one remaining science major comments on how she views her relationship with the 
faculty. The comments contrast with the attitude of a student who withdrew. 
The Spanish department is pretty good. The biology department depends on 
which professors. Not all of them understand the fact that I am a single mother 
and I go to college at the same time, (enrolled junior) 
It was only her and me. She used to go with me to school. She used to go with 
me to my review (engineering) sessions. What kind of life is that for a child? 
(withdrawn junior) 
In most of these comments, it appears that many of the students are academically 
integrated into the university and enjoy school. These parents concluded that continued 
pursuit of a science major might jeopardize their goal of college completion and therefore 
choose new majors they enjoy in which they do well. As a consequence, those three 
students were able to persist at the school. Unfortunately the other three parents who 
were science majors were unable to balance the demands of the major with their parental 
responsibilities and withdrew from the school. 
The Role of Community Colleges in College Persistence 
Eight of the parents had attended community college prior to enrolling in the 
university. The students stated that family supports coupled with the community college's 
accommodation of older working parents made it easier there than at the university to 
complete the course work. The faculty was flexible and accommodated student absences 
due to family emergencies. Some students also felt the environment supportive because 
there were other student parents who shared similar issues. Students all acknowledged 
that the small classes and less stringent academic requirements contributed to their 
academic success. The transition to a four-college from community college gave these 
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students confidence in their ability to succeed as student parents. It also appeared the 
experience enabled them to learn to balance the demands of college and parenting. Many 
of the students resided with their families while attending community college and 
received parenting and childcare support which contributed to their success and sense of 
well being. 
In the first two years of college I had a 3.3 grade point, (enrolled senior) 
I started out in community college and ...I did very well, (enrolled senior) 
Most of the students that go there (community college) are non-traditional 
ones. ...There were also many, many older people, especially older 
women with kids and it was nice to have that support group, to have the 
support and the professors understood OK you have got kids-those were 
the ones-they could say-don't tell me you can't make this exam because 
seven other people in the class have kids too and they are going to make it 
and so there wasn't a lot of those frivolous excuses like "you know I got to 
give my kid a bath or whatever" but they actually did work with you a lot 
more and they would make times ... tomorrow during class or the next 
day during class whatever day it was you sit in my office and take the 
exam and we will just do class and you get the notes after so that was very 
helpful, (withdrawn, junior) 
Once they transferred to the university, the complexity of the school coupled with 
the academic requirements posed significant challenges to the students. The transition 
from community college to the university is reflected in these comments. 
It was helpful going to a community college because it was more than 
high school but not as much as here (university). It is a better transition for 
women who have kids, (enrolled junior) 
I found the transition to the university a little bit harder ... I mean I did 
really well, I worked but it was a big difference between that (community) 
college and the university, (enrolled junior) 
It [university] is kind of a very big school it was huge compared to 
Community college and at first I was kind of thinking, I am never going to 
find my way around here. I should have stayed where I was (enrolled 
junior) 
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All of the parents indicate that they found the university a challenge. However, 
they accepted the change and were able to make the appropriate adjustments in order to 
persist at the university. 
Sociological and Psychological Factors Affecting Persistence 
According to the persistence model developed by Tinto (1983, 1990) and 
expanded by Bean (1985), when students are able to obtain supports from students, 
faculty and family, they are most often likely to succeed in college. Students who 
adjusted to the academic and social requirements of the university report that they were 
able to do well academically. Support seems to play a critical role in their ability to 
persist. In the following sections the parents will discuss the nature of the supports they 
received from a range of sources, from family to student services offices. 
Family Supports 
The students described a range of supports they received from family that 
included encouragement, childcare, and financial aid. In instances where families were 
unable to provide childcare or financial aid, the students were appreciative of the 
emotional support of their families. They stated: 
Whatever I needed, they just told me if you ever need anything and I am 
so proud of you all the time. My parents have always been there for me, 
whatever I needed, (withdrawn junior) 
Family has been very supportive, my mother, my mother's been a father 
figure basically. Not a father figure but the other parent to my daughter. 
She has helped me whenever I need anything, (enrolled senior) 
Well, my family was very supportive as far as emotionally-they really 
could not do much physically, (withdrawn junior) 
Some students' family members cared for their children until they could arrange 
an appropriate living situation. 
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I couldn’t find daycare for her ... So my mother kept her for like two 
months while I was there [at the university], (withdrawn student) 
One parent considered that family support enhanced her performance as a student. 
When I first went back to school in January, he went to ... to be with my 
grandmother. So my first semester back in school, I didn’t have to parent at that 
point. I could just concentrate on being a student, (withdrawn student) 
One older student did not have family support because of the absence of a 
relationship with her family. However, she felt that sharing ideas with classmates in the 
Women's Studies class reduced her isolation. 
In the Women's Studies classes because we would talk about issues of 
discrimination, about sexism. ... Then it touches on just how society keeps 
women oppressed... there is dialogue that's when you run into colleagues 
very similar to yourself... you tend to realize you are not the only one. 
(enrolled senior) 
In another instance the student received minimal family support. However, her 
boyfriend was a primary source of support. 
My family no. They were upset that I was pregnant to begin with ... My 
boyfriend has been here since day one. (enrolled senior) 
The only student who lived with her mother relied on a network of family 
supports to care for her children. Her schedule included not only classes but also work to 
comply with the twenty-hour work requirement. 
... I would have to drop off my children before I went to work at a relatives 
house then she (my mother) would come and pick them up. Somebody would 
pick them up and bring them home, (withdrawn junior) 
The support of family or a family substitute was an important element in the 
student's academic integration at the university. While parents are the primary caretakers 
of their children, the aid they received from family supports their student roles. These 
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findings are consistent with Bean's (1985) study of commuter student's. He found that 
support by family aided the students' persistence in college. 
Support of Friend s 
Students also described their relationships with friends and classmates as 
supporting their student/parent roles. Friends offered support by, for example, providing 
babysitting and sharing common experiences. In the absence of family nearby most of the 
students were appreciative and valued these relationships. 
I've made friends who are supportive and help me out when I need to take 
the test at night now or do things. We'll go out together with the kids. 
(enrolled senior) 
My friends have been great. 1 have friends that would babysit for me. 
(enrolled senior) 
I've met other single parent students here and we have a great single parent 
support network here in Lee. I have two good friends that have children 
the same age and we all help each other out. We share baby sitting, we 
share friendships and it's been and I've been really lucky. ( enrolled senior) 
Well I couldn’t have done it without friends. I had other single parent 
friends who had partners or parents. But we would pick each other's kids 
up for each other, (withdrawn junior) 
So my friends are my family. They're been really helpful. We trade 
childcare and stuff like that... Basically my friends have been my support, 
(enrolled junior) 
One student reports her preference not to use friends as babysitters. She says: 
...The only thing about that, I never like to leave her with anybody but 
they always offered and they were always very helpful and understanding, 
(withdrawn junior) 
Two women who maintained contact with only one other person and did not join with a 
group of parents, explained that 
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The one that convinced me to come up here-she has been good. Like she 
has watched the baby for me a couple of time at the end of the semester, 
(enrolled junior) 
She is the only person that I met who I could have at least talked to about 
my problems, as far as being a single parent was J., a friend, and a 
colleague... (withdrawnjunior) 
In these relationships parents are sharing babysitting and the emotional support for their 
non-traditional status on campus. It is conceivable this collaboration reduces their social 
isolation and contributes to the parents' sense of well being and resolve to persist at the 
university. 
Support of Classmates 
The students' relationships with classmates were based on the objective of 
collaborating on a class assignment. Student/parents found classmates' flexible in 
supporting their limited mobility because of their children. The acceptance parents 
received from classmates reinforced their sense of social integration with their 
classmates. 
I'm not really friends with classmates. I've made a couple of friends just 
because I get put with them in groups and stuff. I have a group right now 
and they were understanding. I told them I have a daughter and I can't 
meet unless they could come to my house and they did. But I haven't made 
that many friends with traditional students, (enrolled junior) 
...My college classmates have allowed me to bring J to my study groups 
or have made an effort to come to my house after she has gone to bed. 
(enrolled junior) 
There have been a few that have taken notes for me. Helped me with 
things that I missed, (enrolled senior) 
They were very supportive and some of them ... if one of my kids got sick 
in the middle of the night or something . . . if they didn't see me in class- 
they would just get the notes for me or explain to the teacher-well 
something must have happened. ( enrolled senior) 
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The parent/students acknowledged that traditional students were often very 
accommodating of the constraints that parenting imposed on after-class meetings The 
capacity of traditional students to assist the parents with class notes and meeting 
accommodations demonstrated their support of these students. 
Support of Faculty, Advisors and Administrators 
Many of the parents described having very supportive relationships with faculty 
and administrators. In some instances these relationships developed following academic 
difficulty. It appeared that the students sought to avoid future academic failure by 
developing relationships with faculty, department chairs and advisors who could assist 
them before their issues threatened their academic standing. The students make excellent 
use of faculty and administrators in their departments insuring that they would receive the 
support they felt they needed to persist. 
And I've made friends with the Deans, because I was in academic trouble, 
they helped me out. I always go to them if I need to withdraw. ... They 
helped me out because they wanted to see me get through it. (enrolled 
junior) 
Some faculty have been great-especially in my department, mostly the 
women in my department... My advisor has been wonderful. She's also a 
parent so she kind of understands where I'm at.... well, that I'm a single 
parent, knows what my schedule is like; what I can handle and can't as far 
as my course load and when I'm picking out classes. She's very accessible 
and easy to go talk to if I'm having a problem. So that's kind of nice. I 
think her being a parent; she understands what it is like to raise a child. 
(enrolled senior) 
Once I declared my Spanish major, all the faculty and all the teachers I 
had in my department have really been helpful and understanding. They've 
given me chances to hand things in late. I miss class, I just e-mail them 
and tell them what's going on and they've been really understanding 
(enrolled senior) 
A lot of them would say what is convenient for you to take an exam-OK 
your child is sick we will just schedule a retake or if your child my 
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daughter was sick-have a couple extra days to finish the paper.(enrolled 
junior) 
My advisor Dr W... was pretty good. I was a challenge to him. He could 
not understand why I was not motivated. I think after I had my son we 
developed a better relationship. He kind of realized all the different issues 
I had going on. And why he didn't feel I was totally focused. I think it was 
like their goal to see me graduate. Those were the only two as faculty who 
took the time out to talk to me and in a way that was good because one 
was my advisor and one was the head of the department. (withdrawn 
junior) 
But then it's 50-50 I have really good professors who let me come to class 
with my kids. Who have been there but that, what I've noticed that's after 
you make an attempt and you reach out to them. And you tell them who 
you are. Cause as a freshman I didn't have any of that. My professors 
knew me, I hated them and they hated me probably. But after I made the 
connection, it was like this is what is going on, this is who I am, and you 
keep that contact with them. They've been really cool, (enrolled senior) 
Some of them didn’t mind having children in class. A lot of them said the 
policy is it is not written down-the way that they deal with it if the 
student's complain then you are asked to take your child out of the class- 
not the professors-they don’t have the policy, (withdrawn junior) 
Some of the students utilized their relationships with faculty to seek scholarships 
as well as advice about life issues and their long-term career goals. However, many 
scholarships are targeted to traditional age students without dependents. 
I would get my advisor, used to give me this whole sheet-here all of the 
scholarships that are available right now, and I would go through them and 
say nope I am not 18, nope I can’t go to Antarctica for three weeks. 
(withdrawn junior) 
I have a couple of teachers that I am really close to-I know like more 
personally outside of classroom and going for extra help-talking about 
what I want to do with my life—what I am doing with my life right now. 
They have been like a support system for me. (enrolled junior) 
It has been varied. There have been a few professors that I have really 
valued. Who I thought are just brilliant professors and really take time out 
to make sure that you are understanding stuff and tell you about job 
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opportunities within the field and people that I can really identify with. 
(enrolled junior) 
The Dean of Students really helps. My dean, the academic Dean of the 
Arts and Sciences department, he has been very sensitive. He has helped 
me, given me a lot of advice, (enrolled junior) 
The relationships that students developed with faculty, chairs of departments and 
administrators seemed to insure that they mobilized the support they needed to remain at 
the university. These students made excellent use of these resources by expanding the 
discussion beyond their current academic issues to their future goals and objectives. In 
using the relationships to explore their future they were exploring how their education 
would contribute to their child's future well being. The formation of these relationships 1 
affects the parents' academic and social integration thereby insuring their persistence at 
the university. 
Community Supports 
There were several older students who developed supportive resources outside of 
the university setting. One student unable to obtain low cost daycare services due to 
limited daycare slots on campus was aided by a community daycare to obtain a 
scholarship so that she could afford daycare services. Both of these parents were 
receiving food stamps, medical assistance and some cash benefits from TANF. However, 
they were ineligible for daycare vouchers from TANF. 
They liked him so much they worked with me to find a way to get him 
back into daycare and they helped find a scholarship for him so I wouldn’t 
have to pay the full amount, (withdrawn junior) 
One parent who had grown up within a half-hour commuting distance from the 
campus was able to locate childcare when on-campus daycare was unavailable. Her 
friends assisted in obtaining the service. 
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"Granted she is a little too young but let's see if we can get her into head start." 
So she actually started Head Start a year early. She was not actually supposed 
to be in the full day program. (withdrawn junior) 
Another parent without close family in this country was able to obtain the support 
of a social service agency. The agency identified afterschool services and local 
scholarship information. 
I have been fortunate with scholarships ... they have been supporting me 
because my grades have been so good so far. (enrolled junior) 
All of the parents who obtained off campus resources were older students (27-29 years of 
aSe)- These parents were quite resourceful in acquiring the services they need to meet 
their objective of college persistence. 
The next section will examine the types of on-campus support services available 
to single parent students who were low income by virtue of their TANF status. 
On-Campus Supports Services for Single Parent Students 
The students were asked to identify on campus support services for single parent 
students. Several responded that they were unaware of any services specifically for single 
parents. They did know of university daycare and family housing but did not view the 
university resources as specifically designated for low-income single parents. They 
stated: 
None. None that I'm aware of. I mean I had to seek things out. There 
wasn't anybody standing there with open arms welcoming single parents, 
(withdrawn junior) 
Not that I know of. I just felt like you're on your own. Figure out the maze, 
(withdrawn junior) 
I don't think the people at the university took the time to accommodate 
some of the single parents because too many of the single parents that I 
know that went to university have not finished. I think maybe one or two 
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out of six that I know finished. And that's sad, that's really sad. 
(withdrawn junior) 
We don't have special resources. My understanding is they can increase, 
give us a little more money in financial aid. It's not financial aid, it's loans, 
and they give us more money in loans actually. We don't have a special 
thing for us. (student, enrolled) 
None. none. Not in my experience, (enrolled junior) 
None. I've never. The years I've been here I don't think I've used anything. 
Anything but my own connections and trying to do my own thing. Trying 
to figure out who I can go to, who has the power so that way I can get 
through the system, (enrolled junior) 
The parents stated regrettably that there were no special services available for them as 
single parents. However, many of them acknowledged that the university's family 
housing and daycare while not designed specifically for single parents were beneficial 
services. 
Many students discussed the on campus Commuter Service and Housing 
Resource Center (CSHRC) and the formation of an organization of single parent 
undergraduate students and allies. They mentioned these services as supportive of single 
parents. The support of both of these resources will be examined in the next section. 
Commuter Services 
The CSHRC provides information to any student in need of off-campus housing 
and daycare resources. Single undergraduates use this service located in the student 
center as do graduate student's, faculty and staff. CSRHRC offers childcare tuition 
assistance to undergraduate student's families based on financial need during the 
academic year. The tuition assistance for daycare is obtained from optional student fees 
assessed each semester. The university disperses over $ 200,000 each year to any eligible 
parent who applies. 
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Many parents considered CSHRC to be instrumental in supporting their daycare 
needs. Although this service was available to any student with financial need, TANF 
parents without daycare and with limited income were particularly gratified that this 
assistance was available to them. Many parents considered other services from this office 
to have been supportive. During the academic year, a weekly family dinner and parent 
workshop for parents for children ages birth to four years was held. This was an 
opportunity for parents attending the university to meet other parents. It also provided a 
social outlet for parents and their children. Several parents seemed to have a high regard 
for the services and when asked about groups or organizations that supported single 
parents CSHRC and the Director of the Service were frequently mentioned. 
Commuter Service. S (Director of Commuter Services), she always lets 
me know of stuff going on. The program for parents and children. 
(enrolled junior) 
That was a great experience ... got me interested in taking a workshop on 
how to talk with children so they will listen. I got to meet other student 
parents and other parents in the area who I now see two years after the fact 
at other workshops, I now actually work at ... they give free dinner and 
free childcare. It’s a great program ... very helpful in helping student 
parents just being there ... (enrolled senior) 
S. does, Commuter Service does. But other than that there's nothing 
designed, (enrolled senior) 
Parents often cited the children/parent dinner program as providing an 
environment that permitted them to socialize with other parents and children. This was a 
rare opportunity for parents who resided in an environment that is generally structured to 
address the needs of young adults and does not reflect what typically would be a 
community for parents and children if they resided outside of the university environment. 
In diverse communities there might be a great focus on the family. The students 
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welcomed an environment that recognized issues they confronted as parents. Several of 
the parents became members of an organization of single low-income parents that sought 
resources for parent-students. The next section will examine this group's contribution to 
supporting single parents. 
Organization of Single Parent Undergraduate Students and Allies. 
Parents were asked if they could identify any group or organization that 
supports enrollment of single parents. Several of the parents identified the 
Undergraduates United for Educational Opportunities which later became known 
as Undergraduate Student Parents and Allies (USPA). 
USPA was formed in December 1998 at the suggestion of the Graduate 
Student Senate's Education Access Committee (EAC). The graduate organization 
wanted to broaden its advocacy base on-campus. EAC had been seeking family- 
friendly policies and programs for graduate students. EAC had worked with the 
college administration to develop flexible childcare at the university's daycare 
center and a housing voucher for low-income graduate student families. 
The graduate group met with the university administrators to try to obtain 
emergency housing vouchers for the undergraduates who faced the cut off of their 
TANF cash benefits. Many TANF recipients in the state were to reach the two- 
year limit in December 1998. Several TANF student/parents who joined the 
undergraduate group were also facing the cut off of TANF benefits. TANF 
undergraduate parents were concerned that if they lost their cash benefits they 
would be unable to complete school. 
Ill 
University administrators approved the vouchers for the graduate students. 
However, when the state legislators learned that the chancellor of a state university was 
considering providing housing vouchers to parents who faced the cutoff of TANF 
benefits the chancellor had to withdraw the offer to all the students. The state legislature 
saw the chancellor as circumventing the state's two-year time limit for parents on TANF. 
The college student newspaper reported that over 100 undergraduates were confronted 
with the loss of TANF benefits. However, that figure was later found to be 
unsubstantiated. The chancellor did offer that the Director of Enrollment Services and 
personnel in financial aid would be available to meet with students to assist them in 
reviewing their financial aid needs. 
Several students who had been members of USPA reflected on the 
formation and the membership in this organization. They also articulated the types 
of services they wanted the university to provide for parents. 
Well, that kinda came together through graduate student group and the 
graduate student senate when they were bargaining their contract and they 
had contacted some of us that they knew were undergraduate student 
parents on welfare when the whole welfare reform came about...It was 
students organizing when we finally got together and tried to get 
something organized and of course the whole thing with the Chancellor. 
They weren't willing to help-the administration as far as I could tell. 
(enrolled senior) 
It was a group of women. It wasn't particularly single women but just for 
undergraduate students with children. It was to create a supportive system 
... that we help guide parents that have kids through, keep the connection 
with financial aid, academic help, tutoring, (enrolled senior) 
We were a bunch of parents trying to get things done, like no increase in 
rent (at the university housing), subsidized housing, we had a list of 
things, new playgrounds, stuff like that, (enrolled junior) 
We decided to create an undergraduate parent group. But all the 
administrators, they were not willing to help use. They were not willing to 
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give us anything. We worked really hard. We took extra time from our 
study time. Actually, I did really good that semester in college. 
(enrolled junior) 
One woman faced termination of TANF benefits and withdrawal from school 
because of lack of finances. She said of her involvement with the group. 
The only one I met the only group of people that I met that really they 
were actually very angry when I told them I was withdrawing the group of 
people that I was working with the single parent group that was fighting 
(for single parents) ... that is really the only group that I ran into that said 
let's see what we can do to find help, (withdrawn junior) 
The collaboration that is reflected in these comments suggests the parent's involvement in 
the group contributed to their social integration into the university. Group membership 
provided not only a social outlet but reinforced that they were an integral part of the 
university. One member also seemed to suggest that the group fostered academic success. 
The parents suggest that participating in the group was supportive and affirming. 
The group also codified and publicized the inequalities single parent students experienced 
on the campus. They organized a campus wide fundraiser after the college withdrew 
support for emergency funding for parents threatened with the lost of TANF cash 
benefits. Concurrently, they met with the campus administration to identify issues that 
impacted low-income single parents. Parents identified what they wanted in a service for 
single parents. The outcome was that the Director of Enrollment Services conducted a 
survey of single parents to determine what types of services were needed. During the 
survey, Enrollment Services briefly opened up an office to serve single parent students. It 
was to provide tutoring services, and family activities. However, for reasons parents were 
unclear about, the office was abruptly closed before programming was instituted. Parents 
described the service they envisioned for parents and the college's response: 
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We kind of got this small office put up together; it was this past semester. 
Then they started political issues. (There was) a fight over the thing so 
they closed it. (enrolled junior) 
Support programs where I can go meet and leave my child in the other 
room and study. Computers and have advisors and stuff like that. We don't 
have that ... other students have their own lounge. We are a part of the 
community too. (enrolled junior) 
Then that office I think that we had been asking for. For a little while. 
Somewhere the student parents could go and learn of all the resources. 
Because that was one of my problems. I didn’t know. I was paying full 
maximum daycare when I could have been paying half. Cause I didn't 
know this until afterwards. I just wanted somewhere to go where they 
would know of all the resources instead of finding out a year later and 
going here and going there. But I heard that's (the parent service) not 
doing too good, (enrolled junior) 
I think they've (single parent student services) got themselves an office. I 
think they have an office, they've been getting out flyers. They've been 
trying to get meetings to get parents there and stuff. I don't know too much 
about it. I just know they're trying to get organized. ( enrolled student) 
Two older parents were aware of the existence of the group but were not 
directly involved with the organizing efforts. These parents commented 
I know there were some groups after we were there that was like doing 
some protesting and stuff like that... I didn't feel I was affected by it. I 
know that there were people out there fighting for issues that would affect 
single parents or people without money ...but I remember getting emails 
from them... .1 had so much going on I really could not get involved. 
(enrolled senior) 
Well you know I've heard about this non-traditional student group but I 
never actually went to any of their events or anything. I went over there to 
find out about them but I never found out about any group meeting or 
anything. I was just so busy, I go to class, pick up my kids and go home. I 
would get dinner and study. Pretty much my life for the past years. Even if 
they've had been meeting I don't know honesty if I could have been able 
to attend unless there would have been between classes and something. 
(enrolled senior) 
At the time of the interviews, parents were unclear about which university service 
would provide services to them. The Enrollment Services Office was the one office that 
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ha,d begun to organize an office for the parents. This office was responding to the need to 
provide student parents with an orientation to university services. This would resolve the 
parents' complaint that they lacked information about university resources. During the 
period of the interviews it was unresolved where the services for this group would be 
permanently housed on-campus. 
According to one administrator who had been a part of the original meeting with 
student parents, in the spring, the parents issues became subsumed within a larger campus 
protest about projected fall enrollment declines of ALANA (Asian, Latino, African 
American and Native American) students. The protest was about the failure of the 
university to meet enrollment targets it had established for under represented ALANA 
students. The protest also identified issues of access for low-income students in addition 
to ALANA students. There was extensive campus-wide protests that included the 
takeover of a campus building. 
The politics of which university office would obtain funding for parents' services 
and the campus-wide protest impacted on the student parents agenda. Parents all 
concluded that they were busy parenting and managing school and were unable to convey 
the issues they introduced to the university administration. 
Summary 
In this findings chapter, the parents' commitment to attending the university and 
obtaining an education is presented. They discussed the motivation for college attendance 
and the value education has had in their lives and how they had developed as students. 
Many of the parents had been successful students in junior high and high school. Success 
in community college appeared to be beneficial. The parents, who had attended 
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community college, felt that it had provided an excellent opportunity for them to learn 
that they could succeed in college. 
The contrast between the younger and older parents with regard to socializing on 
campus is balanced against parental decisions about what is important for their children. 
Parents' withdrawal from the university seemed to be predicated on the number and ages 
of their children and personal circumstances. Some of the parents made a choice; the 
stress of being a single parent at the university outweighed the benefits. For some older 
parents it was more beneficial for them to respond to the emotional needs of their 
children by making themselves available. Several of the younger parents decided to 
reduce the economic stress associated with limited TANF funding. These women 
withdrew, obtained employment ant returned to be near their own parents. Equally 
important was whether parents had reached the two-year time limit. If they were 
approaching the time limit, they had the added pressure of factoring the twenty-hour 
work requirement in their schedule of full time classes and single parenting. 
The challenges the requirements of TANF imposed on students' college 
persistence are presented. Parents reflected on a range of strategies they adopted before 
and after they reached the two-year time limit of the work requirement in order to persist 
at the university. The strategies ranged from voluntary withdrawal from TANF, to 
enrollment in TANF training programs, to community service with faculty on-campus 
and employment. The choices parents made were predicated on attempts to balance the 
requirement, with parenting and school. Parents were not always successful and school 
withdrawal often reflected the parent's failure to manage all of the demands. 
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All of the parents demonstrated that a number of factors had contributed to their 
academic integration into the campus. They included prior academic success, support at 
the community college and the support from family, friends, classmates, faculty and 
administrators at the university. The parents who formed the parents' group also benefited 
from sharing similar goals and experiences as other student/parents. 
In the findings chapter I have demonstrated the importance of how students' 
perception of their abilities, coupled with maturity and circumstances impact persistence 
at the university. All of the parents adopted strategies that they thought would enable 
them to persist at the university. The complexity of persistence is reflected in the choices 
that these parents made in deciding what is important for them and their children. It is the 
intent of this section to identify how issues related to family size, parent's goals and 
values, and TANF requirements, all intersect and impact persistence. The theories of 
persistence and human capital are present in the parents' choices. However, at the heart of 
the parents' decision is what is best for them and their families given the resources 
available to them. In the discussion chapter, I will present what I consider the salient 
issues of this study. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter summarizes the findings from fourteen women who were enrolled or 
withdrew from a university while recipients of TANF benefits. The intent of this study 
was to examine the impact of the enactment of TANF on college persistence among a 
sample of female adults with children who receive TANF benefits. The federal 
government's current policy through TANF ensures that single parent women quickly 
assume responsibility for themselves by entering the workforce. This study provides 
some information about how low-income women attempt to pursue a long-term objective 
of post secondary education while a short-term policy of work is enforced. 
Any individual with the aptitude for college can apply and enroll in a public 
educational institution and attend if the financial resources are available. A review of the 
literature reveals the increasing presence of women in higher education institutions. The 
information that is generally obtained about undergraduate students leads with the 
assumption that they are traditional age students residing with their parents. In this study 
I was interested in the experiences of students who were single parents with limited 
income. 
Each of the fourteen respondents who received TANF was confronted with a two- 
year time limit after which the benefits were to be discontinued. At the time of the 
interview, only one woman had been allowed to waive (grandfathered) that requirement, 
and two other women had not yet met the time limit and were enrolled in college. All of 
the other women had been on TANF for some period while enrolled in the university. 
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In the interviews with the women, several themes emerged with regard to the 
women s persistence in college. In the following section the themes that the 
student/parents identified are presented. 
Summary of Findings 
The single parents in this study viewed education as a vehicle for enhancing their 
human capital (Becker, 1993) and the intellectual development of their children and 
themselves. The value of education appears to be rooted in their parent's aspirations for 
them and the early successes they experienced in junior and senior high school. This 
study goes beyond human capital theory to examine the motivation of education as a 
means to self-sufficiency. The individual motivations of the women are examined and 
contrasted based on their age, the ages of their children, prior academic experience and 
supports. All of the complexities of the interrelationship of these variables are presented 
in the analysis of how the women persisted at the university. 
While Tinto's theory of persistence was adopted to examine the women's 
persistence, the findings reveal that motivation to acquire an education was driven by 
family values, the goal of self-sufficiency, and the adoption of a range of strategies to 
overcome obstacles inherent in the TANF policies. Consequently, persistence theory and 
human capital theories do not provide a sufficient explanation for how these women 
interface with the university and other services to persist. These women took advantage 
of a full range of relationships among themselves and with others within and outside the 
institution to harness the resources they needed to persist. Social capital theory is offered 
as a possible theoretical explanation. Social capital theory states that "social relationships 
can be important sources of power and influence" (Portes, p. 2). An examination of how 
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social capital theory might have assisted the parents and impacted persistence will be 
identified in this chapter. 
The stereotype that welfare recipients are a part of a family that has 
intergenerational dependence on welfare is not reflected among these families (Banes & 
Ellwood, 1984). The intergenerational value that students receive from their parents is 
that post-secondary education is important. Eight of the fourteen women have parents 
who have either attended college or have had completed college. All of the women report 
that their parents valued education and instilled that value early in their own lives. This 
value was also being conveyed to their children. These women motivation to succeed and 
become self-sufficient are reflected in their tenacity to meet the stringent work 
requirements while they tried to attend school full time. 
The students repeatedly stated that four years of education would maximize their 
opportunities to obtain employment and ensure that they could adequately care for their 
families. All of the women were highly critical of the TANF regulations that denied them 
daycare vouchers because they choose to attend a four-year college. While attending 
community college, eight parents had obtained daycare vouchers. However, once they 
reported that they were enrolled in a four-year college, TANF regulations explicitly deny 
them eligibility for day care vouchers. In addition, if they had reached the time limit, they 
were required to attend a training program, volunteer or obtain work for twenty hours a 
week. The findings reveal that each woman developed a strategy to comply with the two- 
year limit or work requirement to either remain in school or withdrawn. No one strategy 
prevailed. The number and ages of the children and the parents and available supports 
were all factors that influenced the strategy for college persistence. 
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An emergent theme was that four years of college offered the parents unlimited 
opportunity and significantly reduced the likelihood of their placement in the secondary 
labor market. The parents' assessment concurs with Abramovitz's (1996) analysis that 
welfare is designed to provide a cheap source of female labor for the secondary labor 
market. The students voiced concerns that the TANF training programs at two-year 
community colleges might trap them in dead-end jobs that would threaten their long-term 
economic self-sufficiency. They expressed a certain amount of certainty that a four-year 
degree would ensure that they would not require welfare in the future. Many researchers 
(Abramovitz, 1996; Abela and Tilly; 1997, Gittell, 1989, 1990, 1993; Kates, 1999 and 
Strawn, 1998) assert this view and support the importance of post secondary education as 
enhancing the economic viability of single low income women. 
The most important issue for all of the single parents was to locate affordable 
quality childcare while they attended university classes. This proved most difficult when 
the women enrolled at the university because of the TANF regulation that denies daycare 
to those who attend four-year educational institutions. However, some parents were able 
to obtain university daycare subsidies for undergraduates funded through student fees or 
they became eligible for low-income daycare subsidies. 
Four of the women with school age children arranged their class schedules in 
order to avoid childcare costs. In addition by arranging their class schedules to 
accommodate their childcare needs, these parents were able to spend some quality time 
with their children earlier in the day so that the evenings could be used as study time. 
However, when older parents had two children, managing the student/parent role with 
limited economic resources proved difficult and resulted in college withdrawal. Three 
parents withdrew under these conditions. 
The younger parents found balancing childcare, economic stresses and education 
more complex. Some of younger (22-25 years old) parents enrolled at the university with 
children as young as 15 months to 2 years old. None of the seven young parents had 
family nearby. In order to succeed, the parents had to learn to balance the needs of their 
young children with the demands of school. Two parents withdrew from this group 
stating that they found they were unable to balance parenting, school and the economic 
demands. TANF's denial of daycare for the younger parents would have resulted in a 
larger number of parent withdrawals if subsidized daycare from the university or Title 
XX were not available for the student parents. 
At the university, parents obtained other supports to enable them to persist. 
Although eleven parents lived in university family housing near the campus, the parents 
found annual rent increases eroded their limited income. Equally as important were the 
concerns they had about the adjustment to living in a college community with young 
children. Undergraduate colleges are structured for the traditional age 18 to 22 year old 
students. Orientation and student activities programs facilitate the academic and social 
integration and ultimately the persistence of traditional age students. (Bean & Metzner, 
1987, Tinto, 1987, 1993) However, parents discussed their social isolation when they 
arrived at the school. As parents with limited income and limited childcare services they 
were unable to participate in most of the activities the university offers the traditional age 
students. Nevertheless, the seven parents who participated in the undergraduate parent 
group were able to reduce their isolation. Stark (1987) argues that contact with other 
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students is a dimension of social integration for non-traditional students. The research by 
Braxton, Vesper, and Hossler (1995) also found that social integration is an important 
component of student persistence. The parent group offered sample members a social 
outlet, which fostered their social integration on campus. These parent group members 
requested that the college administration provide services targeted to their needs and 
academic success. The parents requested tutoring services, financial aid advisement, and 
computer facilities near family housing, and parent/child activities to support their 
persistence at the university. The parents modeled their request on the types of services 
offered to the ALANA students at the university. They identified themselves as an under 
represented minority group that warranted special services to facilitate their retention at 
the university. Services targeted to special groups have been found to enhance retention 
among group members (Steele, 1997). 
The findings suggest that there is a correlation between social integration as 
evidenced in membership in the parent group and college persistence among six of the 
seven women at the university. The student member of the group who withdrew due to 
the TAJSTF time limit and personal circumstances stated that the group had been a source 
of support for her. Stage's (1989), and Cabrera, Nora and Castandea's (1992) research 
supports the benefit of group membership in enhancing social integration. Stage's(1989) 
study concluded that among females, social integration affects academic integration. The 
formation of the parent' group and its subsequent request for services to enhance parents' 
retention at the university support the findings of their research. 
The relationship parents reported that they developed with faculty and 
administrators served a similar function of enhancing academic and social integration and 
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promoting their persistence. However, it is interesting to note that, Stage (1989), and 
Caberera, Nora, and Castaneda (1992) have not found that social and academic 
integration are mutually exclusive. In this study among the parents, the findings suggest 
that social and academic integration can be mutually exclusive. However, generally all of 
the nine enrolled parents reported that relationships with faculty advisors and 
administrators assisted them with academic problems, course selections, and career 
choices. The parents stated that the cultivation of relationships with advisors and 
department chairs aided college persistence. Several parents recounted difficulties they 
had with faculty regarding academic issues and said that without the departmental 
relationships they would not have succeeded. Astin (1984), Pascarella (1980),Terenzini, 
Pascareila and Lcrange (1984), and Tinto (1987, 1993) report similar findings, that 
contact with faculty supports persistence. The supports that the women were able to 
mobilize through family, friends, classmates, faculty and administrators made a 
significant difference in their persistence. These women are considered to have accessed 
the social capital among their families and developed social capital through the formation 
of the single parent group at the university (Portes, 1998, Bourdieu, 1985). Without the 
cultivation of these supports they would not have been able to persist in school. 
All of the students were assigned to an advisor. If they were juniors and had 
declared their major they were assigned to a departmental faculty advisor at the 
university. There were eight parents who transferred into the university from community 
colleges. Several parents indicated that the supportive structure of the community college 
positively contributed to their academic performance. Many parents described the faculty 
as accommodating their non-traditional status as student parents. Rendon's study (1994) 
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of community college students revealed that when students felt valued by the faculty it 
enhanced retention. The parents' ability to seek out the appropriate academic resources at 
the university suggests students adapted skills they had learned at community college to 
ensure their success in the university. The parents sought to replicate that support by 
engaging faculty and advisors so that they would succeed in the large university. The 
student's contact with the faculty advisors and department chairs contributed to their 
academic integration and their persistence. 
In contrast to the transfer students, the six students who had previously been 
enrolled in the university were equally adept in locating the resources they needed to 
attempt to persist in the university. These parents could readily locate the resources they 
needed when faced with the need for housing, student services, and financial aid appeals. 
Two parents changed majors when they found that failing grades would impact their 
persistence. Two other parents obtained the appropriate student services. However, of the 
six parents, three eventually withdrew due to a combination of personal reasons unrelated 
to college enrollment, including the pressures of working to comply with the TANF 
work requirement. The lack of sufficient economic resources and the threat of loss of 
benefits if they failed to meet the TANF requirement ultimately affected their academic 
performance and sense of well being and they withdrew. 
However, only two of the eight transfer students withdrew from the university. 
Both were parents over 29 years of age with two or more children, one of the parents was 
a science major. The demands of the major proved to be problematic. Research studies 
(Graham, S. W., & Hughes J. C. 1994) have found that female transfers from community 
college tend to out perform males. Other research has found that persistence at the 
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college is increased with associate's degree graduates. The transfer compact agreement 
between the university and the community colleges ensures that students with high 
performing grades matriculate at the flagship university. However, none of these studies 
examined whether choice of a major may be a factor affecting persistence. 
There were six science majors among the group of 14 parents. Five parents had 
previously attended a university before they became parents. One of the parents had 
transferred from a community college. Only one of the six transfer students was waived 
by TANF and excluded from the TANF requirement. Two changed majors to the social 
sciences, which aided in their continued enrollment. The pressure to comply with the 
work requirement while in the sciences contributed to the decision to change majors. Two 
students withdrew from the university. Only one student of the six remained a science 
major, studying marine biology. 
Among the science majors who withdrew from the university, one was 
engineering major and the other was a nursing major. These students saw withdrawal as 
temporary. Both science majors planned to return and complete study in those majors^ 
Each of these women cited the lack of financial resources, the stress of parenting and the 
pressure of TANF work rules as contributing to their withdrawal. None of these women 
concluded that they lacked the academic ability to complete their choice of majors. 
Research (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997) has been conducted to examine the persistence of 
women in science, math and engineering (SME). Studies indicate that persistence rates 
are found to be lower among women ( Astin, 1993, Strenta 1994) and that a lack of self¬ 
esteem and self-confidence contribute to withdrawal (Arnold, 1987, Kimball, 1989, 
Oakes, 1990, and Strenta, 1994). Among the science majors in this study, self-esteem was 
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not the issue. They reported that the demands of parenting and limited economic 
resources caused them to switch to majors in areas that would assure they graduated. In 
this small sample, of the six women with aspirations in the sciences only one is presently 
a science major. If these students had educational supports to remain in the sciences, not 
only would they be fulfilling their aspirations but also serving as role models to their 
children. 
Limitations of the Study 
There are several limitations to this study. The sample is small, and was 
conducted in one university. Consequently, the findings are not generalizable. However, 
the use of the snowball techniques to locate respondents enabled the researcher to obtain 
respondents from a range of sources. Faculty, the Dean of Students, University 
Administrators, Social Service Agency social workers, and single parent students, 
referred respondents. Qualitative studies like this one have the advantage of providing 
rich, thick descriptions. In this study, the descriptions of the issues that single parents 
confront in obtaining a college education under TANF are extensively explored. The 
women are ethically diverse. Black, White and Latina ranging from 22 to 47 of age with 
one to three children. It is conceivable the sample is non-representative of TANF single 
parents because many of the respondents’ parents were college educated. TANF 
recipients are generally considered to come from poorly educated families. 
I believe the study has validity because I sought to triangulate the data. I 
conducted document analysis and interviewed some university administrators and 
conferred with TANF and legal authorities to ensure I had clarity about the regulations 
that governed the parents funding for TANF, university daycare and housing. 
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The study is also limited because while it provides rich descriptions from the 
parents as to how they view TANF and persisted in school, it does not include interviews 
of family members, university faculty and administrators, or TANF officials. However, 
the objective of this study was to gain insight from the parents. I consider the breadth of 
my questions and the data that I obtained sufficient information about how women on 
welfare are managing the two-year time and the work requirements as it pertains to 
college enrollment, (see Table 2 and Table 3) 
Finally, the study did not interview women who were unable to enroll in college 
and instead complied with TANF by entering into short-term training programs at 
community colleges or who became employed. The outcome for women who obtained 
employment is examined in Leaver and Diversion Studies (1999) that are funded by the 
Department of Health and Human Services. 
Areas for Further Research 
This study is one of only a small number of qualitative studies that examined the 
effects of TANF on post-secondary education enrollment (Wolfe and Tucker, 2000). Few 
of these however, reveal the strategies recipients used to meet TANF work requirements. 
However, an expansion to explore the perspectives of the parental support would be 
beneficial. A study that includes interviews with family members, TANF workers and 
university staff, faculty and administrators might reveal a level of support provided, by 
whom, and the types of hardships or cost involved for all parties. The results from this 
type of study could be used to assess the potential costs associated with college 
persistence for this population. 
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In this study the university daycare subsidies and family housing made a 
significant difference in the ability of the women to enroll in the university. A study of 
what resources are available to single parents nationally at universities and colleges might 
provide information that would foster enhanced enrollment of single parents at colleges 
and universities. 
Many single parents are unable to afford to go to college and care for their 
children. Research that examines the financial obstacles to post-secondary education and 
recommendations for national changes would make an invaluable contribution for 
expanding educational access for these women. 
The importance of community college cannot be overlooked in an examination of 
methods to improve enrollment of women in four-year colleges. Consequently, research 
on TANF single parents in community college and the transfer to four-year colleges 
would also provide information for the formulation of improved enrollment of these 
women. The research might also include the choice of how women prepare to choose 
their majors. This information would contribute to an increased understanding of single 
parents' choice of majors in the sciences. 
Another study that would be invaluable is to research the collaboration of state 
Departments of Higher Education and state TANF Departments to determine how to 
improve enrollment of low-income women in post secondary education. This research 
might identify which TANF and university policies would best ensure the enrollment of 
single parents into four-year colleges. These studies might also provide the necessary 
research to support the identification of new TANF policies for inclusion in the 
reauthorization of TANF by Congress in 2002. An examination of those states that allow 
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classroom attendance as a substitute for the voluntary or work requirement of TANF 
would also be useful for assessing what types of policy changes support college 
enrollment and persistence. 
Finally, research might be undertaken to explore the role of distance education in 
improving post secondary education for this group. Since daycare repeatedly surfaces as 
an issue, distance education could defray some of the cost associated with childcare if it 
were substituted for class attendance. 
Implications of the Present Study 
This study has implications for the TANF recipient's acquisition of post¬ 
secondary education. The women all stated that TANF needed to permit them to receive 
cash benefits, daycare, medical care and food stamps while they attend two and four year 
colleges. The time limit should be waived and cash benefits should be maintained when 
they are enrolled in college. Women should be permitted to substitute attendance in 
school for the work requirement if they are in good academic good standing in a four- 
year college. 
This study reveals it is nearly impossible for women to parent alone, attend 
school full time and participate in community service, job training, or work . Many 
women fail or withdraw in order to create balance in their lives and that of their children. 
The present TANF policy that subjects single parent families to requirements that 
hinder their ability to become economically self-sufficient are tremendously unfair and 
gender discriminate. Men have never been subject to this type of economic 
discrimination. In the 1950s, the federal government enacted the GI Bill to enable men to 
acquire an education so they could support themselves and their families. They were 
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financially supported to acquire an educational and were never subjected to the punitive 
laws the women on TANF confront. TANF laws are unfair to children and women and 
they needed to be revised to enable women to become economically self-sufficient. The 
government should support laws that protect women's rights and current TANF policy 
fails to do that. These women should not be forced to acquire employment in the 
secondary labor market (Abramovitz, 1996) when education would create much more 
opportunity for those with the aptitude and ability. 
TANF benefits should be adjusted to reflect the current cost of living. Current 
TANF awards are dramatically below the cost-of-living index and pose a real challenge 
to single parent families. Some states have adopted plans that permit women to attend 
two-and four-colleges (Pandey et. al 2000). This study's findings suggest that several 
women would not have withdrawn from school if they did not face financial pressures 
and time limits. 
Attendance at community colleges was an invaluable aid toward enrollment in the 
four-year colleges. Community colleges should all maintain compact agreements with the 
universities to ensure lower tuition when students' transfer to the university were reduced. 
However, financial aid has to be revised to encourage single parents to enroll in college. 
As it currently exists tuition costs are prohibitive for many poor women with children and 
after financial aid is awarded there is little money available for living expenses. 
Single low-income women who pursue post-secondary education are burdened 
with large student loans upon graduation, assuring that they will face future income 
constraints as they are burdened with large loan repayments. Consequently, new funding 
structures need to be developed for low-income students to ensure that they are not 
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excluded from higher education. This study also highlights the need to reconsider how 
single parent women with children can engage in post secondary education. The financial 
need for single parents is double that of traditional age students because the parents have 
children. A tuition policy and reformulation of the financial aid structure is needed if the 
parents are to enter and complete college. One parent sums up the commitment that is 
required for single parents. 
I think the policies needed to be changed so that we're looking at 
children as a public good. You should be subsidized for raising your 
children who are the future. In a few years my kids are going to be 
working, paying taxes, contributing to the GNP. All that kind of stuff. 
That's not figured in at all. The work that goes into raising good kids, 
smart kids who are gonna go into college who you know are going to be 
successful and are going to contribute to society in all number of ways. 
There is got to be a price tag on that. And till we look at children as the 
public good. I am doing the society the service of raising these children. I 
do believe that in all the thing I've done in my life, this is the most 
productive thing I've done. Is raising children as opposed to kids who are 
not going to get the time and quality parenting they need, they're going to 
end up in jail. They're gonna end up with mental health issues. They're 
gonna end up costing the state millions of dollars as opposed to kids who 
get the nurturing they need and end up contributing to society. It's just a no 
brainier as far as I'm concerned, (withdrawn junior) 
This country demonstrated the importance of elevating the economic status of 
men after World War II with the enactment of the GI Education Bill. Today when over 
57 percent (USDE, 2000) of the enrollment in colleges are women, the federal 
government needs to become proactive in supporting those poor women who care for 
society future. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER TO POTENTIAL PARTICIPANT 
Dear Potential Participant 
I am asking your help with a dissertation study I am conducting as a doctoral 
student at the University of Massachusetts School of Education’s Educational Policy, 
Research and Administration Department. This study is being conducted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirement for the Doctorate in Education at the University of 
Massachusetts. 
You are asked to participate in this study as a single parent who meets the 
following criteria (1) a women of at least 21 years of age; (2) enrolled or have withdrawn 
from the University and (3) a current recipient of Transitional Assistance for Families. 
As you may be aware the implementation of TANF stresses a philosophy of work 
first. Consequently, education and particularly college education is not viewed as 
important for women in need of TANF. The purpose of this study is to gather information 
that will increase an understanding of how women are managing to obtain a college 
education in light of public policy that does not seem to support such an effort. Your 
participation in this study is voluntary. There are no financial benefits for your 
participation. It is hoped that the knowledge gained from this study might help 
administrators in educational institutions better address the needs of single parents 
enrolled in higher education. 
If you choose to participate I would like to set up a meeting to complete a 
demographic questionnaire and conduct a one-hour tape-recorded interview. The entire 
process will take eighty minutes of your time. The questions will focus on your 
educational history, your perceptions about TANF and what effect it has had on your 
enrollment in college. Interviews will be tape recorded with your consent, and tapes will 
be coded numerically in order to ensure confidentiality. 
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If you are interested in participating in the study or have questions, please call me 
at home at (413) 585-5184. Please leave a number where you can be reached and the time 
to call you. 
Sandra Austin 
Doctoral Intern, School of Education 
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APPENDIX B 
LETTER OF CONSENT 
College persistence among female single parent TANF recipients: An Exploratory Study 
Consent for Voluntary Participation 
1. Sandra Austin using a guided interview format consisting of 33 questions 
will interview me. 
2. The questions I will be asked address my views on issues related to TANF and 
college attendance at the University. I understand that the primary purpose of this 
research is to explore the issues related to TANF and college attendance. The 
study might contribute to an increased awareness of the supports that are needed 
to assist single parents who attend four-year colleges and universities. 
3. The interview will be tape recorded to facilitate analysis of the data. 
4. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified personally in any way or 
at any time. I understand it will be necessary to identify participants in the 
dissertation by a pseudonym. 
5.1 may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time. 
6. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other 
publication. 
7. I understand that results from this survey will be included in Sandra Austin s 
doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to 
professional journals for publication. 
8. I am free to participate or not to participate without prejudice. 
9. Because of the small number of participants, 14 to 20 I understand that there 
is some risk that I may be identified as a participant in this study. 
Researcher's Signature Date 
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Participant's Signature Date 
APPENDIX C 
FLYER TO OBTAIN SUBJECTS 
Welfare Reform and Student/Parents in College Study 
I am a graduate student at UMASS Department of Education EPRA program. I 
am conducting my dissertation research on the impact of TANF and Welfare Reform 
on college enrollment. If you are a female single parent currently enrolled or have 
withdrawn from University and would be interested in being interviewed please 
contact me. All information is confidential 
Please call 413 585-5184. S. Austin 
If you would like to discuss participating in the study. 
APPENDIX D 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
1-Age 
2, Race/Ethnicity 
3. Current Martial Status 
Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Partnered 
Remarried 
4.Who are you living with? 
(I.e, relationship, age gender, education) 
a. Mother 
b. Father 
c. Step parent 
d. Partner 
e. Husband 
f. Boyfriend 
g. Other adults relatives 
h. Adult non relatives 
5. What type of school is your child(ren) now attending? 
Please tell me the age and gender of your child(ren) in these setting 
Daycare_ 
Pre-school_ 
Elementary_ 
Junior high_ 
High school_ 
6. Parents & Spouse Education 
Mother 
Completed jr. h s _ 
Some high school _ 
Completed HS _ 
Some college _ 
Completed college _ 
Partner 
Father Husband/Boyfriend 
7. How would you describe your academic career from high school through college? 
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8 How has becoming a parent influenced your high school/and or college enrollment? 
9. What about your overall educational plans? 
10. When were you enrolled in college? Which college? 
11. If not, what are you doing now? 
12. Describe your academic experience at the university? 
13. What role have faculty played in your experience at the university? 
14. What services have you found helpful at the university? 
15. Please describe any group or organization you have experienced that supports 
enrollment of single parents at the university? 
19. Are their special resources or services that are or were available to you as a single 
parent student at the university? 
20. What are/or were your child care arrangements while attending in classes? 
21. How would you describe the nature of the supports your family? Friends and college 
classmates provided while you attended school? 
22. How would you describe how your children are affected by your enrollment at the 
University? 
23. What kinds of financial assistance have received while enrolled in the university? 
24. Did you feel financial aid met your need to care for you and your family? 
25. What additional financial resources have you sought to support you and your family 
while you attended the university? 
26. In what ways do you feel your status as a single parent impacts the 
Financial aid award? 
27. Please describe your experiences on AFDC/TANF since it has been implemented? 
28. How would you describe your experience of TANF’s work requirement? 
29. How would you describe your experience of the TANF policy toward college 
enrollment? 
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30. How does (did) the implementation of TANF affect your in terms of your continuing 
your education? 
31. What did you do to comply with the TANF requirements while continuing your 
education? 
32. If you were to make recommendations to the university as what kinds of supports 
they could provide single parent students what would they be? 
33. If you were to make recommendations to the TANF to support single parent women 
enrolled in college what they be? 
APPENDIX E 
INTRODUCTORY TELEPHONE CALL 
Hello, thank you for calling me about the dissertation research I am conducting as a 
requirement for a Doctorate in Education from the University of Massachusetts School of 
Education’s program of Education, Research, Policy and Administration. I am studying 
the impact of welfare reform on single female parents. I am particularly interested in how 
the adoption of TANF is impacting single parent student’s ability to continue in college. 
Participation in this research will involve the completion of a demographic questionnaire, 
and 33 interview questions. I will audiotape the interview for about one-hour. 
Identification of the participants will be kept confidential. 
In order to participate in this research you must be currently enrolled at S. University and 
receiving TANF or formerly enrolled at S. university and receiving TANF. 
If you are interested in being interviewed for the study I will send you a consent form. If 
you would like to take some time to think it over and have me call you back for your 
decision I would be more than happy to discuss any of your concerns. 
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